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Volunteers will traipse through the wilderness counting the local eagle population. 
·. Iriterest Up for Student Loans 
Eddie Garcia 
Staff Writer 
Tbe U.S, Congress cut $U 
billion from the federal student aid 
programs. The Congressional 
action, known as the Deficit 
Reduction Act, was approved by a 
, vote of216-214. 
This bill will raise interest 
rates on parental (PLUS) loans 
•' from 7.9% to an 8.5% fixed rate, 
' 'and fixes the interest rate on stu-
dent loans at 6.8%, creating an 
• overcharge of over $12 billion. 
The bill was proposed by 
• Senator Gregg Judd-R, New 
• Hampshire, in an attempt to reduce 
• fede~al spending by $39.68 billion 
over five years. There were 216 
Republicans who voted yea, while 
13 Republicans and 200 
Democrats voted nay. 
The bill is of importance to 
many· s'iu'd'eiifs, especially .. those 
who receive federal aid to fund 
their education. 
Chazzney Russell, a senior 
Communications major, feels the 
bill is a cause for concern. 
"The chance!>" of people going 
to college without financial aid is 
hard," said Russell. "This bill 
should definitely not have been 
approved. Admissions will suffer 
and so will communities." 
Junior Joshua . Puckett, a 
University Awareness Program 
mentor for CSUSB, has a couple 
of thoughts about the bill. 
"Tlie Cal State System was 
made for lower income students. 
Most students get loans from the 
federal government in order to 
attend school," aid Puckett. "lt 
]list makes more excuses for stu-
dents not to go to college." 
This is a concern for Puckett, 
whose main goals as a mentor is to 
recruit and motivate young stu-
dents to pursue a college educa-
tion. , 
The Student Public Interest 
Research Groups reports that thir-
ty-nine percent of college gradu-
ates with loans have unmanageable 
monthly payments. An estimated 
65% of all college graduates from 
4-year public colleges now carry 
federal student loan debt. 
In a press release, Luke 
Swarthout, Higher Education asso-
ciate with the Student Public 
:. CSUSB's New Police. Chief 
Chris Dyrness 
Staff Writer 
Bob Miller was sworn in as 
CSUSB's new chief of poiice 
Wednesday, Feb. l. 
David DeMauro, Vice 
. President of administration and 
fmance, spoke about Chief Miller 
before swearing him in. 
DeMauro said, "Bob Miller 
will be a wonderful chief and 
works wonderfully with students." 
Chief Miller has had an 
impressive career in law enforce-
ment. 
A graduate of the F.B.I. 
National Academy in Virginia, he 
holds both a bachelor's degree and 
a Master of Arts and Management 
degree. 
He has worked within the 
Colton Police Department for 19 
years and held many positions 
from patrol officer, to S.W.A.T., 
and all the way up to Operations 
Captain before being offered a 
position on our .campus. 
The new chief is an energetic 
man. He used to play football in 
high school where he met his wife 
Katherine. She was on band for 
the ceremony, playing a big part as 
she was able 'to pin the new badge 
on her husband. 
Chief Miller found the selec-
tion process to find a new chief to 
be very interesting. It gave him a 
chance to learn a little about the 
campus and the students that 
attend here. •, 
During the selection process a 
candidate had to be found that bad 
good communication and people 
skills, a person who could ,be an 
ambassador for the university. 
Chief Miller has these skills 
and seems ver)r capable of this 
demanding position. When asked 
about any changes and plans Chief 
Miller has for the school, he said 
1 he has no immediate changes 
planned for the campus. 
He's still getting his feet wet 
Annual Eagle Count 
Volunteers Needed to .Count Bald Eagles 
Kelly Koehler 
Staff Writ~r 
The San Bernardino National 
Forest needs CSUSB volunteers to 
participate in Eagle Season, the 
annual bald eagle count. 
The winter count offers a great 
educational opportunity and a 
chance to observe the majestic and 
federally-threatened species. 
According to Marc Stamer, 
wildlife biologist at the Big Bear · 
Ranger Station, volunteers 
observed 13 bald eagles across the 
San Bernardino National Forest 
during the Jan.14 count. 
Two bald eagles have made a 
home for themselves on the 
Southeast section.. of Lake Hemet 
and have recently been observed 
there year-round. 
Volunteers at this site "might 
see courtship behavior," said Heidi 
Sellers of Lake Hemet. 
The concurrent counts will 
take place on Feb.ll and March 11 
durin~ a one-hour period between 
9 a.m. and 10 a.m. 
Counts will be conducted in 
Big Bear, Lake Arrowhead, 
Silverwood Lake, and Lake 
Hemet; volunteers can choose 
. from any of the four locat.ions. 
Volunteers for Big Bear are 
instructed to meet at the Big Bear 
Discovery Center at 8:00 a.m.,: 
where they will receive further 
instruction. 
Volunteers for Lake · 
Arrowhead are instructed to meet 
at th€.J)ky Ranger Forest Station at 
8:00 a.m." For ·more information 
regarding · Big Bear or Lake 
Arrowhead, please contact Marc 
Continued on Pg 3. 
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Joshua Puckett, University Awareness Program mentor, shared 
his thoughts on why the bill should be opposed. 
Interest Research Groups, said 
"The effect of this bill is that stu-
dents and parents will end up get-
ting less out of our student aid pro-
grams as a college degree contin-
ues to cost more. Students and 
their families need more aid in 
order to make college Less expen-
sive, and not the other way 
around." 
"This bill is truly an outrage to 
lower and middle class families 
that hope to send their childr~?n to 
college." 
Chris Dyrness/Chronlcle 
New CSUSB Chief Bob Miller being sworn as the new chief of 
police for CSUSB. 
getting to know the school. 
However, he does plan to Look 
into some growing problems on 
campus, like the auto theft rate. 
Chief Miller believes in excel-
lent service and providing a safe 
friendly environment for the stu-
dents to learn in. 
He has an open door policy 
and . welcomes anyone who has a 
pr<?blcm to get in touch with him. 
Students and faculty are wel-
come to come down to the police 
department to talk to him if they 
have a problem. 
Chief Miller can be reached at 
the campus police department at 
(909) 537-5165. 
CFAand· 
Students 
Protest 
·CSU Board 
Daniel Otianga 
Sttlff Writer 
-In protest of the CSU Board pf 
Trustees' recent financial dec_i.. • 
sions, members of the California 
Faculty Association (C.F.A.) ay.d 
CSU students held a demonstr!'l-
tion outside the Dum~e 
Conference Center in Long Bea~h 
California at 9:00a.m. on Feb.), 
2006. The demonstration toqk 
place as members of the C.F. f{. 
addressed the Board of Trust~~s 
with various grievances. . ' 
"There were around one hup-: 
dred and thirty faculty and tweniY. 
five to thirty students demonstrl\~· 
ing, CSUSB associate professqr 
Terry Nelson said. Nelson was 
among the ten speakers from dif- . 
ferent CSU campuses wfiri' 
addressed the board at the meet-
ing. 
The CSU Board of Trustees 
gave its top executives a 13.7 per-
cent pay raise d\Wng a meeting on 
Oet:·'-~,'' · 2005. Housing 
allowances and automobile 
allowances were also given to top 
executives at this meeting. The 
C.F.A. disapproves of these deci-
sions because they feel that the 
money would be better spent fund-
ing other needs of the universicy 
system, sources say. An example. 
of these needs is CSU faculty ' 
salaries. According to the C.F.i\ . . 
website, CSU faculty salaries have: 
grown insufficient to make up for: 
the rising cost of living in: 
California. "CSU faculty salaries: · 
are not enough to attract and retain: 
facultY," Nelson said. · 
Another of the C.F.A. 's griev-: 
ances with the CSU Board's finan-: 
cial decisions has to do with the· 
university system's 2006/2007 
budget. CSU is operating on a 
financial deficit of around $1 bil-
lion. 
According to the CSU 
Board's website, the board 
requested $128.5 million from the 
state general fund during their last 
budget meeting. The website says 
that together with revenue from 
student fees between 2006 and 
2007, the CSU budget support is 
estimated to increase by $235.5 
million. 
Both the C.F.A and the CSU 
Board of Trustees' websites s.tate 
that this amount is insufficient to 
meet all of the funding required 
for the year. The Chronicle 
attempted to contact a spokesper-
son for the CSU Board of 
Trustees. No one was available for 
•, comment. , • 
According to the CSU Board 
ofTrustees' website, given the uni-, 
versity system's current financial 
situation, the compact agreement 
reached between Gov. Am()l'd 
Schwarzenegger and CSU in Ma.y 
2004 will provide long term fund-
ing to ensure the CSU systems . 
financial stability in the furui-¢: 
The website also states that the 
current compensation program for 
executives on the Board .Of 
Trustees is necessary to recruit and 
retain competent leaders. • 
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[The News in Brief 
:Stiller Bros Donates To CSUSB 
CSUSB President Albert 
Kamig was presented a check for 
:more than $50,000 towards the 
'Richard Moseley Scholarship 
.Fund from the Stater Bros. 
:chairman and CEO Ja~k H. 
Brown. 
The check was presented to 
Karnig on Feb .3 in the presi-
dent's conference room in the uni-
'v..ersity's Administration Building. 
,The check was presented to 
P.resident Karnig by Brown, 
:Richard Moseley's widow, Betty, 
and her daughter, Susan Lamb. 
"' The scholarships will be 
given to full-time students inter-
ested in the food industry. The 
scb.olarship is open to employees 
anll relatives in the Stater Bros. 
Markets. The student .can be either 
a sophomore, junior or senior and 
~ust have a grade point average of 
3.Q or above majoring in market-
l~g within the College of Business 
apd Public Admin. at CSUSB. 
, The Richard Moseley 
•"'· Scholarship Fund has given out 28 
I s~holarships and has awarded 
$jl,5550. The fund was estab-
li :hed nine years ago by the Stater 
Bros. "family" of employees. 
•. , , The scholarship was original-
!)( found in recognition of 
Moseley's distinguished career 
and contribution to the success of 
St~ter Bros. Markets. Moseley 
se~ed over 52 years in the Stater 
• B.ros. "family," which is the 
I ' !opgest any member of Stater Bros 
bas served. 
• , . For information, contact Elva 
~~lgado (CSUSB) at (909) 537-
1669 or Susan Atkins ( Stater 
~ros.) at (909) 783-5038. 
Young People Defend Civil 
. Liberties 
.- The American Civil Liberties 
:Union and Zilo Networks, Inc. 
.announced the finalists in the 
:ACLU's second annual "Stand up 
:for Freedom" contest, which 
mvolved students submission a 
:defense on their rights, either by 
iWl'iting a TV public service 
.announcement (PSA) or writing 
an essay on today's pressing civil 
~iberties issues. 
The contest is a key part of a 
:Jear long caJllpaign aimed at edu-
.cating and engaging the next gen-
eration of civil libertarians. The 
'eampaign includes the release of a 
-specially commissioned graphic 
novel (due in Spring '06) and dis-
triJmtion of "Listen Up for 
Freedom," an ACLU-branded CD 
.Sai:Jlpler featuring top Atlantic 
Records artists. 
.. The campaign also includes 
the launch of StandUp 
(www.aclu.org/standup) the 
ACLU's new website catering to 
today's students and young peo-
ple. More than 3,500 young peo-
ple, aged 17-29, entered the con-
test: which invited them to submit 
an essay or a 30-second television 
PSA focusing on one of three civil 
liberties themes: the Patriot Act, 
censorship or racial justice. 
Finalists in the essay category 
are Steven Gaughan, University of 
Southern California; Colin 
McCandless, University of 
Florida; David Martinez, Carl 
Sandburg Community College; 
Raina Brown, Davenport 
University; Jennifer Arbini, 
University of California, 
Berkeley; Jill Lynn Niedzwiecki, 
Western Michigan University; and 
Angela Capocca, University of 
California, Davis. 
PSA fmalists include Natalie 
Mooallem, Columbia University; 
Nick Klinkert, New York Film 
Academy; Jaci Slotnick, Dana 
Hills High . School (CA); Molly 
Wilhelm, University High School 
(FL); Mikal Din, Boston 
University; Lauren Humphrey, 
University of Southern California; 
and Pedro Flores, Cerritos 
College. 
The PSA Grand Prize winner 
will receive a check for $5,000 
and the Best Essay winner will 
receive a check for $1,000. In 
addition, the winning PSA will be 
broadcast on Zilo's college televi-
sion network, reaching over 5.5 
million subscribers nationwide. 
The winners will be announced in 
February 2006. 
For more information and 
contest rules, go to 
www.aclu.com/standup 
Getting News Out to CSUSB 
Cal State San Bernardino's 
public affairs has been distributing 
e-mails updating everyone on the 
news going on at CSUSB. 
Anyone interested in getting 
news out to the university and the 
community can contact the public 
affairs department. All they have 
to do is fill out the "Do-it-
Yourself News Release" form, 
which can be found on the campus 
news site. 
If the news someone sends in · 
is of interest to the public affa,jrs 
department they will be sure to get 
it out to the appropriate news out-
lets, including· the campus news · 
website. For more information call 
the CSUSB public affairs office at 
(9b9) 880-5007 or visit the univer-
sity's news • Website at 
h~://news.csusb.edu. 
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Katrina Leads to New· Life at CSUSB 
Rick Lykens 
Staff Writer 
A hurricane destroys your 
. home, all of your possessions are 
gone, and you barely escape with 
your life. This scenario is unimag-
inable to most people, but this is 
precisely what happened to 19 year 
old Jessica Carter of Marrero, 
Louisiana. 
She escaped to safety aboard 
an Atlanta bound Amtrak train 
only a day before Hurricane 
Katrina devastated her town. "I 
was lucky," Carter said "Most peo-
ple weren't even able to scrape 
together money to get out." Later, 
she received a call from her moth-
er telling her that the military was-
n't allowing anyone to come back 
into the area. lt had been declared 
a National Disaster. 
"She took everything, our 
house, our friends, the car, the 
schools . .. everything," said Carter. 
One of the worst hurricanes in his-
tory has brought Carter and her 
family to CSUSB. 
"I was heart broken," said 
Carter. She had lost her memen-
tos, her possessions, her home, her 
community, ·her life as she had 
known it. Carter first heard about 
CSUSB from a sponsor family in a 
shelter. The sponsors helped 
Carter and her family move out to 
California, found them a home, 
and even helped her with entering 
college. The host family from 
nearby Arrowhead helped make it 
possible fur not only Carter, but 
her brother and their mother to 
attend classes, as well. 
"I was nervous, but excited," 
said Carter. "This was something 
new since I hadn't traveled much 
before." CSUSB's Office of 
Housing and Residential Lif~ pro-
vided a grant which helped them 
secure on-campus housing. These 
things have helped the Carter fam-
ily adjust to life at CSUSB, even 
though adjusting to life in San 
Rick Lykens/Chronicle 
Jessica has made herself at home on campus. 
Gas Prices Skyrocket 
Marissa Heredia 
Staff Writer 
Since Jan. 1, new regulations 
have been in effect to produce 
cleaner gasoline. 
These regulations include 
cutting' the sulfur content in gaso-
line and eliminating methyl terti-
ary butyl ether (MTBE). 
These new regulations, the: 
previous tier two gasoline require-
ments, and the renewable fuels 
mandate, are estimated to have an 
influence on gas prices this year. 
This adds to the cost of gaso-
line and also puts more strain on 
refineries .who must meet the new 
requirements. 
California was one of the ftrst 
state to ban the gasoline additives 
MTBE in 2003. Ethanol is being 
used in place of MTBE. 
"Gasoline without MTBE is 
more expensive to produce and 
requires refineries to change the 
way they produce and distribute 
gasoline," According to the Energy 
lnformati:on Administration (EIA) 
website. 
As of now, gas prices are the 
highest they have been in the past 
12 weeks. "Total U.S. petroleum 
demand in 2006 is projected to 
average 21.0 million bb!Jd (barrels 
per day), up 1.7 percent from the 
2005 level. Additional growth in 
demand of 1.9 percent is anticipat-
ed for 2007. 
Motor gasoline demand is 
projected to rise about 1.7 percent 
per year over the forecast, in line 
with highway travel growth," said 
the EIA site. 
The EIA said, "Prices for 
crude oil, petroleum products, and 
natural gas are projected to remain 
high through 2006 before starting 
to weaken in 2007. 
Retail regular gasoline prices, 
which averaged $2.27 per gallon in 
2005 , are projected to average 
$2.41 in 2006 and $2.33 in 2007." 
There are over 16,000 stu-
dents enrolled at CSUSB. The 
average CSUSB student spends 
$738- $1000 in transportation in a 
school year, ·according to 
www.csusb.edu. 
The upcoming gas price 
increase will not help to lower 
these costs. 
Students might want to look 
into carpooling or public trans-
portation to lower their transporta-
tion costs. 
For information about gas 
prices, visit the Energy 
·Information Admin,i stration, at 
www.eia.doe.gov. 
Rick Lykens/Chronicle 
Jessica Carter came here to start fresh with new opportunities. 
Bernardino has proven difficult. 
Gaining local employment has 
proven difficult for a variety of 
reasons. Some of the reasons for 
this include: no history of local 
residency, no local references, and 
a "looter" stereotype. 
"They think we're just a bunch 
of thieves and criminals, but we're 
just people," said Carter. 
These pre-conceived ideas, 
derived mostly from television 
news images, are severely limiting 
the relations with Katrina victims. 
Katrina victims feel isolated and 
are weary about trusting anyon,e. 
For fear of their words being mis-
construed and their experiences 
sensationalized, some declined to 
be interviewed. 
Students like Carter are a 
weakh of information about New 
Orleans, Hurricane Katrina, and 
recovery efforts in the gulf coast 
region. . 
, She personally lost three aunts 
to the stress of Hurricane Katrina 
and the horrors that they were 
forced to endure in the relief effort. 
Close friends of her family 
were trapped on a rooftop and then 
forced to swim to the Super Dome 
once an alligator joined them. The 
distance from the rooftop to the 
Super Dome would be like swim-
ming from here to Ontario. The 
injuries of one person were so 
·great that she lost her leg. 
Carter receives first-hand 
updates from friends and relatives 
back home. She says "McDonald 
35 High School is holding classes 
in the ballroom of a Sheraton Hotel 
in New Orleans." Few people 
even know that New Orleans nas 
even begun to resume classes. 
They are proving how resilient • 
Americans can be when faced with 
adversity. 
She and her fami ly would hke 
to give a special thank you for the 
kindness and generosity of the 
sponsors for opening not only their 
homes, but their hearts as well. 
"Life is great," said Carter, 
when asked how she was feeling 
now. She feels that she now has a 
fresh start with new opportunities. 
Figure 10. U.S. Petroleum Products Demand Growth (C.nange rrom t~rev1ous Year) 
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Regulation's made to keep pollution down also increases costs for con-
As demand goes up, so do the prices. 
If you feel the 
Chronicle has made a 
mistake please feel 
free to contact Diana 
Reyes or Christine 
Gonzales at 537-5289 
or e-mail 
sbchron@csusb.edu. 
C3mpus Incident Reports 
Read the 
Chronicle 
Available on 
newsstands 
around camp s 
every Monday. 
Date: 01-31-06 
Incident: Battery on Person 
Description: Officers were 
called to bldg. 7 regarding a ftght 
between two female roommate 
students. Upon their arrival, offi-
cers went into a room and 
resolved the issued with both par-
ties, neither wanting to press 
charges for battery. The incident 
was referred to Housing 
Administration to resolve further. 
Disposition: Report taken 
Date: 01 -30-06 
Incident: Warrant Arrest 
Description: A male student was 
arrested for two outstanding war-
rants in the amount of $35,000.00 
after being contacted by officers 
for trying to enter a residertt hall 
without living there. · 
Disposition: Report taken. 
Date: 01-29-06 
Incident: Medical Aid 
Description: A cheerleader wa~ 
injured while practicing at.H.P.E. 
- The injured student was transport-
ed to the hospital and Later 
released with only minor injuries. 
Disposition: Report taken. 
Date: 01-27-06 
Incident: Vehicle Burglary 
Description: At about 5:49pm an 
Officer responded to parking lot 
"H" to investigate a Burglary to a 
vehicle. When the Officer arrived 
he contacted a student. The stu- · 
dent stated she parked the vehicle 
at about 2:15pm and when she 
returned to the vehicle at about 
5:45pm, she found a window 
broken and her property missing 
from the vehicle. The suspect is 
unknown at this time. 
Disposition: Report taken 
Date: Ol-2T-06 
Incident: Annoying Voice-mail 
Description: At about 6:18 pm an ::: 
Officer was contacted by a stu- '' 1 
dent at the Police Station who 
wanted to report he received 
annoying voice-mail from his ex-
girlfriend, who is also a student. 
The Officer contacted the girl-
friend by telephone and resolved 
the matter between the two par-
ties. 
Disposition: Report taken 
Campus Incident Reports are 
courtesy of the Campus Police 
Department. 
l 
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.: Volunteers Count Bald Eagles at the Lakes 
;ll Courtesy of http://www.baldeagles.comlframel02.htm 
P~uk rangers make an effort to bring up eagle populations. 
Stamer at 909-382-2828. December and March. These 
counts enable forest rangers and 
biologists to track the birds, collect 
behavioral data, and gain informa-
tion on the status and wellbeing of 
the threatened species. 
Stamer explained that the data 
collected from the counts serve as 
an educational tool to learn more 
about the behaviors of the bald 
eagle. 
Sellers stressed the impor-
tance of educating each other 
about these animals. 
Supporting research and get-
ting involved is the first critical 
step to take in order to stabilize the 
bald eagle's environmental posi-
tion. 
There are hopes to eventually 
get them off of the federally threat-
ened species list. 
"We just have to try," Sellers 
said. All volunteers are encour-
aged to dress warmly, as it is typi-
cally 10 degrees cooler in the areas 
around the lakes. 
Volunteers should also come 
prepared with binoculars, a watch, 
and a pencil or pen to record their 
observations. 
Volunteers for Silverwood 
Lake State Park are instructed to 
meet at the Vision Center at 8:00 
a.m. For more information please 
contact Rick Reisenhofer, 760-
389-2945. ----;--:;:::"11~ 
N Volunteers for Lake Hemet 
ffffi instructed to meet at the Lake 
t:fl!met Market at 8:30 a.m. For 
more information please contact 
tru'idi Sellers, 909-382-2945. 
• 
1~ An adult pair of eagles in 
I!ake Hemet bred successfully in 
2003, but due to high winds the 
ybung were blown out of their nest 
• before they had learned to fly. 
Rangers remain optimistic for the 
ne'w pair that is cohabitating there. 
"We hope they breed this Y.ear 
and that it is successful," Sellers 
sail:!. 
~~ The bald eagle counts started 
inA978. 
_ Since then, the U.S. Forest 
Service has organized monthly 
observation days between 
February 6, 2088 
Latriece Collins/Chronicle 
Ericka Nunez Paddock is CSUSB's Student Leadership and Development Program coordinator . . ·,.. 
. .I ,. 
Workforce Recruitment PrograM:~ 
Latriece Collins 
Staff Writer 
The Workforce Recruitment 
Program (WRP) will be held this 
year on campus on Feb. 6 & 7 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Career 
Development Center, UH-329. 
Evety winter quarter, a repre-
sentative from the federal govern-
ment comes to CSUSB to inter-
view Work Ability IV (WAIV) stu-
dents interested in summer intern-
ships. 
Students are offered perma-
nent employment opportunities 
with the federal agencies and par-
ticip_ating private sector compa-
year, government 
recruiter Stephen King will inter-
view several students in the Career 
Development Center. 
The WAIV program consists 
of 160 students and is contracted 
between the State of California 
Department of Rehabilitation and 
the county of San Bernardino. 
Eligibility for the program 
consists of being a student at 
CSUSB and being a member of the 
Department of Rehabilitation. 
WAIV's mission is to make 
sure students with disabilities get 
employment. 
WAIV sponsors the WRP pro- , 
gram here on campus each year. ' 
Through the WRl> program, 
students with disabilities in all 
fields are provided the opportunity 
to market their abilities to a wide 
variety. of potenti al employers 
across the U.S. 
Program services include one-
on-one coaching throughout the 
job ~earch process, from resumes 
and internships to resources about 
on-line job search. 
Also, the Job Club meetings 
are designed to assist in finding 
volunteer, part-time or full-time 
work. 
B \ 
A 
In the past 11 .years, three~o'f 
CSUSB's WAIV students h·w~ 
received summer internshf~'S 
through the WRP program. .\.1 ' 
• rt(, Student Ericka Nurlez 
Paddock, who received perm~r!)-.t 
employment in Washington D';~ 
at the National Institutes of Heattlf, 
is also CSUSB's Stud'{nf 
Leadership and Developme~~ 
Program Coordinator. > r • 1 
Paddock was the first intern i!j 
I the program and the first student tQ " 
. . l!tl 
recetve full- t1me employment. . 
"Work Ability IV was a fl#(-
ta tic opportunity for me, both rfdf-
sonally and pr,afessionally . .,:..r1 
gained numerous job skills, as well 
as people skills, that I still u~J 
today," said Paddock. ?•,.rl 
For more information conta~t 
WAIV's Career Developm~t(t 
Coordinator, Amanda Spivey, "!.rt 
UR-183 Services to Students ~M\ 
Disabilities or visit WAIV's web-
site at waiv@csusb.edu. 1?~ 
·' kL. 
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"· ~ ... Greg Dupree( Chronicle 
·~; ~att D\-)gas, Rec Center Associate, looks forward to the move. 
Oliver Mejia 
Staff Writer 
The Recreation Center will be 
~losing on Feb. 10, 2006. The 
tollege of Education will be hav-
kj its groundbreaking where the 
, ~ent Recreation Center is locat-
~ 't~d.,. The Rec. Center will be com-
' . I< 
pletely closed on Feb. lOth and 
11th and will re-open on Feb. 12th 
in the Coyote Den weight room, 
above the basketball courts in the 
old gym. 
The Recreational Center will 
stay there until the new tempor~ry 
Rec. Center is completed on the 
Tennis courts. It is scheduled to 
open on March 28. 
Raul Gonzalez, Sports and 
Facilities Coordinator of the 
Recreational Center said, "The 
Recreational Center falls in the 
footprints of the new College of 
Education." 
Because of this, the Rec. 
Center will have to be moved. 
"The construction of the new tem-
porary Rec. Center should take 
about 6 weeks," Gonzalez said. 
The hours of the new Rec. 
Center should be the same and 
with only a few changes. 
If you are planning to sign up 
for an outdoor trip you can sign up 
at the Rec. Sports office or online. 
If you sign up online you will 
receive prompts to pay for trips 
within 24 hours or you will be 
dropped from your trip. 
Sign-up and payment hours in 
the Rec. Sports office are Monday 
through Friday, 8am to 5pm. 
For'.more information you can 
?all the Recreation Center at .(909) 
537-5235. 
Also, you can visit their site at 
http://campusrec.csusb.edu. 
.fSUSB's Oscar Connection 
.,. Courtesy of Public 
Affairs 
Stuart Sumida, biology pro-
fessor at Cal State San Bernardino, 
wi'li be watching· the 78th Annual 
Academy Awards on March 5 with 
;::~ a• little more interest than most 
.. , pc~ple at the university. 
. ·~ · ~ Sumida was the anatomical 
' ~. coiasultant on the WaLt Disney 
..... PiCtures film) "The Chronicles of 
" N~tnia: The Lion, The Witch and 
-
the Wardrobe," which was nomi-
nated for an Academy Award in th~ 
"Achievement in Visual Effects" 
category. 
He consulted for both the pri-
mary effects company, Rhythm 
and Hues, as well as for Sony 
Studios. 
He was among the many peo-
ple who contributed to the visual 
effects team led by Dean Wright, 
Bill Westenhofer, Jim Berney and 
Scott Farrar. 
along with "King Kong" and "War 
of the Worlds" in the visual effects 
category. 
The winner and all of the 
Oscars will be announced at the 
Kodak Theatre in Hollywood on 
March 5. 
Television coverage on 
KABC Channel 7 begins at 5 p.m . 
For more information contact the 
CSUSB's public affairs office at 
(909) 537-5007 or visit the univer-
sity's news site at 
http://news.csusb.edu. 
"Witness '' New Exhibit! ) 
Greg Dupree 
Campus News Editor 
Recently: three noted artists, 
Ellen Brooks, Eileen Cowin, and 
Kim Abeles, heLd a paneled discus-
sion for their collaborative art 
effort that is now featured at the 
Robert V. Fullerton Museum. 
In the exhibition, appropriate-
. ly titled "Witness Protection," the 
artists conceptualized and pro-
duced art pieces by using creative 
voices different from their own. 
Just as the government gives 
citizens in hiding a new identity 
through their Witness Protection 
Program, Brooks, Cowin, and 
Abeles took on another identity to 
produce their current work. 
According to Cal State San 
Bernardino magazine, Thomas 
McGovern, CSUSB Assistant 
Professor of Art, said, "The Artists 
in this exhibition have taken on 
new identities that may challenge 
who we think they are, not an act 
of oeuvre betrayaL or criminal sub-
terfuge, but a recognition that they 
are intellectually and creatively 
curious." 
Eileen Cowin's piece entitled, 
"Someihing Out of the Ordinary," 
stirred in the viewers a sense of 
voyeurism, and read like an open 
letter recounting snippets of her 
life. 
With "Something Out of the 
Ordinary," Cowin's life is on dis-
play, literally. Her piece covered 
three wall surfaces from floor to 
ceiling with 352 Inkjet prints. 
Some of the images captured 
.in her piece ranged from CD cov-
ers and make-up products, to fam-
ily photos, personal documents 
and images of undergarments. 
In Brook's pieces, the con-
necting tread between all of her 
pieces were differen~ cuts of 
ric. All of her pieces were extre 
ly literal and repetitive. Abel s ' 
employed multimedia ,.in her rt 
pieces. / 
Abeles ~ installations w e 
extremely involved and metic -
lous, and had a transformable qu 1-
ity to them. 
There was so much detail · n 
'her work that it would take seve 1 
visits in order to take it all in. 
To see any of these artists' c r-
rent work, check out Robert 
Fullerton Art Museum. 
Museum hours are Tues 
Wednesday, Friday and Satur 
from 10 a.m.-5p.m., and Thurs 
from 10 a.m.· -7 p.m. 
For additional ' informat~on 
call the Museum at (909) 537-
73 73, or visit the site at 
www.museum.csusb.edu. 
Greg Dupree( Chronicle 
Art goers enjoy the "Witness Protection" exhibit at the Robert V. Fullerton Museum. 1 
- . . / 
Only one airline is Hawaiian. 
We fly daily across the Padfk 
non-stop from 9 Western U.S. cities 
featuring island-style cuisine, 
hospitality and ente~tai~n1en t. 
' . 
~ . . 
lowest unadvertjsed fares . . 
HAWAIIAN 
~-ftiRliDfS.-.-
· Hawa11anAirlines.conl 
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,''Fellows'' Train ·for Tomorrow 
Leticia Garcia/Chronicle 
Dr. Michael Stull, Chalance William, Alicia Scott, Lana Vincent, 
Sheronda Gibbs, Erica Meyers, Suniko Hickman, and Siobhan 
Tarver; Director and ITTN's current "fellows." 
Leticia Garcia 
Staff Writer 
Dreams of owning a daycare 
center have evolved into starting a 
business of global proportions for 
one CSUSB student. Alicia Scott 
is one of eight fellowship partici-
pants studying and working 
toward a fusion of science and 
technology for the businesses of 
tomorrow. 
With $1.3 million from the 
U.S. Army and support from U.S. 
Rep Jerry Lewis, a five-year fel-
lowship design was brought to 
fruition. According to CSUSB 
Student Affairs, "The Integrated 
Technology Transfer Network 
(ITTN) fellows' is designed to 
train minority science students to 
take the lead in developing innova-
tive solutions to pressing govern-
ment and societal problems." 
Dr. Michael Stull, director for 
Inland Center for Entrepreneurship 
(IECE) said, "The conception for 
th is program started at CSUSB. lt 
was shopped around for about five 
years, then with the support of 
Congressman Lewis and the D .S. 
Army Research Laboratory we are 
here with our frrst fellowship." 
In a press release from the 
Student Affairs Office, CSUSB 
President, Dr. Albert Kamig, said, 
"This program of creating entre-
preneurs from students with sci-
ence and math backgrounds is a 
perfect fit for the students and our 
university, which has worked hard 
to develop an outstanding entre-
preneurship program which is rec-
ognized among the nation's best." 
Choosing the students was a 
highly selective process. All the 
applicants were chosen from his-
torically Black colleges and uni-
versities. Of 39 applicants, 10 fel-
lows were chosen. Student Affairs 
reports that the first cohorts were 
chosen from Bowie State 
Central 
Florida 
University, Hampton University, 
Jackson State University, North 
Carolina Central University, Texas 
Southern University, and Voorhees 
College. 
"The process is highly selec-
tive and it includes housing, trans-
portation fees, tuition, and some 
living expen&es. It is commitment 
for nine months and fellows who 
decide to return to the ITTN pro-
~am will have to apply again and 
go through the same process of 
selection," said StulL 
Fellows can also choose to 
return to CSUSB for graduate 
degrees in science entrepreneur-
ship. 
Eight of the fellows are 
female. Fellow Alicia Scott said, 
" It shouldn't be of any surprise 
that women are scholars in math 
and science. I decided in high 
school that my future was in the 
sciences and have always wanted 
to own a business." 
Through graduate level class-
es and projects, fellows will be 
able to formulate future business 
concepts that are related to the 
field. Fellow Suniko Hickman 
said, "This is different, it is very 
hands on." 
Fellows recently had the 
chance to interview entrepreneurs 
who have already started global 
companies. Scott and Hickman 
both agreed that the interviews 
inspired them to take present ideas 
to another leveL 
''Now I am thinking of start-
ing a global enterprise," sai.d Scott. 
This is the goal of the ITTN pro-
gram. 
"The program will create sci-
entists that understand business 
and entrepreneurship by merging 
existing science expertise with 
innovative entrepreneurial 
approaches," said Student Affairs. 
ultural 
February s·, 200,6. 
Red Dress for Healthy Hearts 
Musa Ibrahim 
Staff Writer 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 1t LS 
February once again, so throw on 
your favorite red outfits for a good 
cause, Red D~ess Day. 
Red Dress Day was held on 
the CSUSB campus on Feb. 3, in 
the Pine Room in the Lower 
Commons. The event itseif lasted 
from 11 :30 a.m. to l :45 p.m. and 
was held as a day to recognize 
women's heart health. Each person 
who showed up to the' event was 
encouraged to wear red to draw 
awareness in the fight against heart 
disease in women. 
At the Red Dress event, tables 
were set up with information on 
nutrition, lowering your choles-
terol, and even how to quit smok-
ing. Stater Bros. super market 
donated and shipped in bananas 
and apples for the event as well. 
When asked what purpose motives 
Red Dress Day, workers at the 
Student Health Center simply said, 
"To save women." 
Elaine Burkholder, health 
service assistant for the Student 
Health Center, said, "We really 
want to make more students aware 
of this event, and in particular 
inform more women. Red Dress 
Day is all health related, and we 
know pizza might get more stu-
dents there, but it's about your · 
heart." 
Burkholder went on to share 
about just how surprising it was 
that many students did not know 
CSUSB even has a health center. 
Students pay a $40 fee, which is 
added onto tuition costs each quar-
ter, but many students often do not 
come and collect the benefits, for 
which they pay. 
Burkholder is passionate 
about the fight against heart dis-
ease and with good reason. She 
lost her 51-year-old mother to the 
disease almost 25 years ago. She ' 
began exercising regularly and 
changed her diet after that. 
"I hope that the students who ' 
came left with more than just the ' 
knowledge, but that they put into ' 
practice what . they've learned," 
said Burkhol~er. 
It is never too late to start 
making important lifestyle 
changes, so pass on what you 
know, check out the health center 
and above all show your support 
for women all across the globe by 
wearing your best red attire. 
Your heart is your health, and• 
it is important to keep it healthy if 
you want to live a long and active · 
lire. ' 
Many may not know that heart 
disease is the number one killer 
among women, and even though 
ethnicity can sometimes be a fac-
tor in overall risk, this disease still 
claims the life of 40,000 women 
each year, · according to 
www.americanheart.org. Musa lbrahim/Chronicle Alumni Carolyne Mattson shows her support on Red Dress Day. 
U.S. and Iran from the Inside Out 
E lyse Cromwell 
Staff Writer 
"The United States has had 
dialogue wjth dictators in the past, 
even if we disliked the govern-
ment," said David Yaghoubian 
dunng a lecture on relations 
between the United States and Iran 
on Monday in the Sycamore Room 
at CSUSB. 
Yagboubian, a history profes-
sor at CSUSB, teaches a class on 
Modern Iran. Kayehan Barbeger 
is an Iranian scholar from Tehran 
who is visiting the United States 
for the frrst time while giving lec-
tures at various universities. 
Better relations between the 
United States and Iran are of niuch 
importance while Iran seeks 
nuclear programs. In Bush's State 
of the Union address, he identified 
. Iran as a current threat and 
exporter of terror. The lecture 
brought up serious issues that need 
to be addressed by the Iranian and 
American governments to ensure 
peace between the natio~s. Mutual 
underst~nding, along with aia-
;logue, is an important key to this 
goal. 
Yaghoubian began with a 
brief history of US-Iranian rela-
tions, emphasizing the dichotomy 
of peaceful talks with expanded 
copfrontation. Currently, the pen-
dulum has swung back to expand-
ed confrontation. 
"The hardliners are back in 
business," said Yagboubian. 
Yaghoubian stressed how ben-
eficial dialogue would be to both 
countries and would suggest this 
policy to the current administra-
tion. 
Barbeger debunked miscon-
ceptions of Iran. "Iran is different 
from the inside to the outside. 
What you hear is different from 
what Iran is like," said Barbeger. 
It is essential to differentiate 
between the policies of the Islamic 
Republic and the people oflran for 
a deeper understanding of both. 
Barbeger also stressed the 
importance of dialogue, but feels it 
must come after a mutual under-
standing between the countries. 
"Bush's freedoms are not under-
stood by Iranians," Barbeger said. 
Iranians value a redistribution of 
wealth, justice and power, and a 
more efficient government above 
political freedom and democratiza-
tion. ' 
Barbeger sufficiently 
addressed this in Iran's defense. 
Maximum Refund. 
We get you everything 
you deserve, guaranteed. 
Don't take risks when it comes to yqur tax return. 
H&R Block wi ll get you the maximum refund you're 
entitled to, or your tax preparation is free. So getting 
back t he maximum isn't a roll of the dice. 
We have recently opened hundreds of 
new H&R Block offices, including one in 
your neighborh~. 
caii1-800-HRBLOCK 
(1-800-472-5625) or 
visit hrblock.com for 
an office near you. 
He said it is not terror that i 
in Iranian interests; rather, Iran 
believes it bas proven itself worthy 
to be among the same ranks . of 
other powe~ful nations. Barbeger, , 
and the Iran'ian people see nuclear 
programs as a mark of advance-. 
ment. Self-preservation is the. 
supreme issue to Iranians and 
nuclear programs will serve this 
issue. "Iran has the money, intelli- · 
gence and resources. Why not ,. 
said Barbeger. 
Barbeger countered the p.r~­
surned American fear of Middle 
Eastern terrorism by expressing 
the fear Iran has of the United 
States. "If the United States could 
settle the Iraq crisis, the next stop 
would be Iran," said Barbeger. 
The threat of military action with 
Iran will become a reality if peace-
ful talks between Iran and the 
United States are not generated. 
This threat may hit too close to 
home with the many CSUSB ~tu­
dents enlisted in the armed forces. 
The United States cannot suf-
fer the cos~s , in dollars and lives, if 
further military action is found 
necessary in the Middle East. The 
lecture given by Yaghoubian and 
Barbeger is one step in the right 
direction to avoid such costs. 
H&R BLOCK• 
If, due 10 H8ofl Block's emlf,you are entitled to a largefrefund (or smaUer tax~abillty) than what we calculated. wt willlefundyour tax 
preparation fft for !hat return. At participating locatioN.. Refund claims must be made during calendar )fir In whldl the taK ~m­
prep~red. 02005 tWIBioclt Services, Inc. 
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-~panish Theater Depicts "Tough ·Love" This Day in History: Back to 1832 
has already earned about $8,000 
by putting on plays. 
The club is geared toward 
"making things happen," said 
Ross, and being able to fund a 
scholarship program for Spanish 
and non-Spanish speaking stu-
dents. 
A student that has a genuine 
interest in learning about the 
Spanish culture, values, language, 
and literature can join the club. 
For students interested \n 
being a part of the action, they can 
contact Moises Hernandez at 
(909) 537-5848, or register for 
Spanish 394A. 
spective on the performances (and) 
to see that there isn' t only English 
Theater, but also Spanish," said the 
play's assistant, Lynette 
Hernandez.' 
"Mano dura" is like the 
Spanish "Romeo and Juliet" and 
will humorously demonstrate 
some of the frustrations involved· 
with raising children and merging 
fatnilies, said Moises Hernandez. 
The general admission is $5 
and $3 for seniors. Students, staff, 
and faculty can view the play for 
$4 with school ID. Parking is $3 
without a valid 'CSUSB parking 
decal. 
February 6 
1832 First appearance of cholera at Edinburgh, Scotland 
1935 Board game "Monopoly" goes on sale for the first time 
1959 Fidel Castro is intervie~ed by Edward R Murrow 
1986 New Jersey Devil Peter McNab becomes the 42nd NHLer 
score 350 goals 
I 
February 7 
1958 Dodgers officially become the Los Angeles Dodgers, Inc 
1964 Baskin-Robbins introduces Beatie Nut ice cream 
1976 World's largest telescope (600 em) begins operation (USSR) 
1994 Howard Stem stops a would-be jumper on the George 
Washington Bridge 
February 8 
1965 Supremes release "Stop In the Name of Love" 
1981 US male Figure Skating championship won by Scott Hamilton 
1992 Ulysses spacecraft passes Jupiter 
Courtesy of Ranessa Crosby 
Entire cast of the play "Mano Dura" takes a break from rehearsal. 
The course is Spanish Theater 
Production. Students can receive 
credit and have fun at the same 
time . . 
Doors open at. 7 p.m . . The 
show starts at 8 p.m. and will run 
until 10:30 p .m. The play is being 
held from Feb. 16 thru 18 and is 
not recommended for children 
under 14 years of age. 
1992 "I'm Too Sexy" by Right Said Fred peaks at #1 
February 9 
Shonda Hutton 
Staff Writer 
Two worlds collide when love 
tmites two completely opposite 
families in "Mane dura" (Tough 
L<jve) by Manuel Talavera Trejo. 
the play will be presented by "El 
Te,atro Univesitario · en Espanol," 
' with the first showing on Feb. 16 
af the Performing Arts Recital 
Hall. 
"It's like streets smart versus 
book smarts," said play assistant, 
, . Dulce ¥artinez, describing the 
h:Vo families, Costa and Laze, in 
.. . 
the play. 
The families have different 
. views about how children should 
. 
b~ raised. The play calls attention 
to social· differences and similari-
ties that exist in the Hispanic cul-
tUre. 
The Lazo family raised their 
daughter with literature, classical 
music, and the arts. The Costa 
family raised their son with a sense 
of "tough love," understmding the 
" • 
value of a dollar, strong work 
ethic, and honor. 
"The play shocks you," said 
Spanish student and the play's 
assistant, Zuleima Martinez. It 
"teach ( es) you the difference on 
how to educate a child." 
The president of Teatro 
Univesitario en Espanol, Michael 
Ross, said that the goal of the club 
is "to promote and foster an inter-
est in Spanish language and cul-
ture." 
The play presentations at 
CSUSB and in the greater San 
Bernardino communities help to 
bring awareness to the diversity 
among the Hispanic culture. 
"Year after year, a play is 
selected from a different part of the 
Spanish speaking world," said 
Moises Hernandez, a Spanish pro-
fessor and faculty advisor for the 
club. 
"I help sprea~ flyers around to 
encourage students to get a per-
1942 Daylight Savings War Time goes into effect in Unites States 
1964 First appearance ofBeatles on "Ed Sullivan Show" (73.7 million 
viewers) · 
1997 ll th American Comedy Award Debbie Reynolds 
1997 Scotty Bowman, is first NHL coach to win 1 ,000 games 
February 10 -/ 
1870 YWCA (Young Women's Christian Association) is founded (New 
York NY) 
1940 "Tom & Jerry" created by Hanna & Batbera debut by MGM 
1949 Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman" opens at Morosco Theater, 
NYC 
1989 Miami Vice 's tOOth episode seen on TV 
February 11 
~9 Vatican City (world's smallest country) made an enclave of Rome 
1954 Sixth Emmy Awards "I Love Lucy," Donald O'Connor & Eve 
Arden win · 
1993 Janet Reno selected by Clinton as US Attorney General 
1998 Lyrics to "Candle in the Wind 1997" auctioned for $442~500 
February 12 
1876 Al Spalding opens his sporting good shop 
1879 First artificial ice rink in North America (Madison Square 
Garden, NYC) The Teatro's goal is not only 
to raise interest in Hispanic cul-
ture, but isalso focused on raising 
$10,000 for scholarships. The club 
Courtesy of Ranessa Crosby 
L to R:Michael Ross, Moises Hernandez, Dulce Martinez, Lynette 
Hemande~~ and Zuleima Martinez; club's president and crew. This Day in History courtesy of www.scopesys.com 
"CBU believes in me." 
Ted Murcray 
'99 Teachi11g Credeutial, '00 M.S. Education 
Public School Teacher 
Riverside UnifiM. &hool District 
"I knew that jobs were out there. But I ~ted a career and these days a 
career requires a master's degree. I dtoseto 
quality education they offer. 
quality instruction CBU professors 
My CBU professors were experts 
keep going and finish. They gave 
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• Education 
• English 
• Kinesiology 
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.Alcohol Policy Meant to Encourage Students 
Jasmine Sealey 
Staff Writer 
Almost one-third of college 
students admit to having missed at 
least one class because of alcohol 
or drug use, according to 
www.factsontap.org. It is a con-
cerning matter for CSU campuses 
across the state. 
CSUSB is currently revising 
the policy regarding the sale, con-
sumption and possession of alco-
holic beverages. 
"The policy is important 
because it's a way to keep students 
as well as the campus safe," said 
Helga Kray, CSUSB assistant vice 
president of student affairs. 
After the incidents of alcohol 
poisoning at San Diego State 
University and an alcohol-induced 
death by a student at CSU, Chico 
in 2000, CSU campuses were 
advised to promote education and 
anti-alcohol enforcement, as well 
as revise their policies to ensure 
student safety. 
There have been several alco-
hol-free events that promote the 
awareness of the over use of alco-
hol.. The policy recognizes that the 
main focus of these events should 
not be geared toward the use of 
alcoholic beverages. Therefore, 
"No student money can be used to 
purchase alcoholic beverages for 
campus events," said Kray. 
Alcoholic beverages will not be 
school funded. 
The Santos Manuel Student 
Union program board has spon-
sored alcohol-free Friday night 
dances, as well as Pre-Super Bowl 
Parties in the past. 
"These events allow students 
to attend without the pressure of 
purchasing or consuming any alco-
holic beverage,1' said Kray. 
The CSUSB policy does pro-
hibit any possession or usage of 
alcohol by any campus resident. It 
is known as the "Dry Village" pol-
icy and any student resident who 
violates the alcohol policy could 
possibly be expelled from housing. 
There have been several 
groups, programs, events, and con-
ferences that inform students of 
the importance of their health and 
safety, as well as those · around 
them. 
For example, the Healthy 
Campus group is an on-campus 
awareness group that has been 
brought together to help promote 
health awareness, such as alcohol 
awareness month in April. 
Kray, who is also the chair for 
the Alcohol, Tobacco, and other 
Drugs Advisory Council, will be in 
charge of the upcoming Alcohol 
Education Conference. Kray said 
that the conference will hold edu-
cation sessions on alcohol con-
sumption. There will also be host 
speakers and possible panel dis-
cussions. 
The event will l:>e held April 
28, 2006 at the Ontario Hilton. 
CSUSB will be hosting the event 
that will include all other CSU 
campuses. 
"Any student interested in 
being a part of the sub-committee 
or the program sub-committee for 
this event should feel free to do 
so," said Kray. Participants will 
take a band in planning events for 
the conference and help review 
policies. 
C~USB has continued to 
revise its alcohol policies to main-
tain a healthy and safe environ-
ment for all students, staff, and 
faculty. The most current issue of 
the policy, which was approved in 
Dec. 2003, can be found under 
policies and procedi.U'es on the 
Student Affairs website, and the 
CSU Mentor database. 
Photo taken by Jasmine Sealey 
Helga Kray, Assistant Vice President of Student Development 
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High-priced restaurants such as this one may be here soon ... watch out for the relatives. 
Ten Commandments or Five Precepts?: 
Kristine Rodriguez 
Staff Writer 
Buddhism has 84 thousand 
different versions of teachings. 
Buddhism originated from Asia, 
but has found many homes around 
the world, including' the U.S. The 
practice of Buddhism is very 
unique because it is considered to 
· be both a way of teaching and a 
philosophy of life. 
"Buddhi~>m isn't a religion; it'~ . 
more of a teaching method. 
Religion is defined as having a 
faith in a supernatural power," said 
Dr. Otto Chang, associate dean and 
professor of accounting and · 
finance at CSUSB. 
"The teaching of Buddha that 
life is permeated with suffering, 
ceases when desire ceases, and that 
enlightenment obtained through 
right conduct, wisdom and medita-
tion releases one from desire, suf-
fering and rebirth," according to 
www.dictionaryreference .com. 
"The big misconception is that 
just once, but many times. This led 
him to spend the rest of his life 
s~eking the truth. Gautama real-
ized that this was a cycle of life. 
People try to stay healthy so 
that they will not get sick, or to 
stop the aging process, and even 
postpone death. However, 
Buddhism teachings say that all 
those elements are beautiful and 
without them, eleJilents of the 
human race would not evolve. 
If someone messes with this 
reality, it will change our exis-
tence. "Trees die. Then it has seeds 
and blooms and grows. It's natural 
to get sick, age and die; people are 
always worrying about these 
things. The only thing that individ-
uals are really doing is making 
unnecessary stress for them-
selves," said Chang. 
In Christian faith, disobeying 
the Ten Commandments is cons~d­
ered a mortal sin, whereas the Five 
Precepts ·are more guide lines for 
life. The Precepts, in comparison 
to the Commandments, a llow ,\~e 
followers to have the free wilr to 
choose if they want to follow the 
'guidelines. The difference is ~ 
Buddhist followers choose not to 
do something because it is · not 
right for them, without the thr~ 
of punishment. 
The Five Precepts are : t0 
refrain from harming other livin~ 
beings, refrain from taking tha( 
which is not freely given (steal .. 
ing), refrain from sexual miscon~ 
duct, refrain from incorrect o~ 
unconductive speech (lying, harsk 
• language, slander, idle chit-chat) 
and refrain from intoxicants whicb 
lead to loss of mindfulness. 
Writers wanted! 
If you are inter-
ested in writing 
• Buddhism is a religion and it's 
not," said Chang. 
From the Sanskrit language? 
the word Buddha can be translated 
to "being awakened." A Buddha 
can be anyone that is fully awak-
ened to the true nature of one's 
reality. When an individual is 
awakened, he o_r she has a broader 
perception of the world; he or she 
is no longer looking at life in a nar-
row perception. 
Interestingly enough, many 
people practice some forms of 
Buddhism without even knowing 
it. For instance, there are many 
people · that meditate to relieve 
stress. One might also use it as a 
form of relaxation, such as yog 
"which allow enlightenment to the 
mind and body and have links tE:l 
the teachings of Buddhism," said 
Chang. , 
San Bernardino County is hiring: 
Probation Officers 
Probation Corrections Officers 
Co11tact: recruiter@ prob.sbcounty. gov 
#909/387-6173 
www.sbcounty.gov/probation 
TEACH in as LITTLE as 9 Months! * 
The College of Education at CSUSB 
Lets You Touch the Future- TEACH! 
We offer proaram options in: 
• Elementary and Secondary Education 
• Bilingual Education (with a Master's Degree) 
• Special Education (with a Master•s D egree) 
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: 
, San Bernardino Campus 
• Elementary, S~ondary, and Bilingual Education-
Faculty Office Bldg .• Room 126 or 
call Janetha at (909) 537-5650 or (909) 537-5603 
• Special Education -
Faculty Office Bldg., Room 146 or 
call Shelia at (909) 537-5621 
Palm Desert Campus • 
• Credential and Graduate Programs in Education -
Indian Wells Center, Rm. I 02 or 
call (760) 341-2883 ext. 78108 or (760) 341-2883 ext. 78109 
ask for Diane or Destiny · 
Our College is accredited by the National Council on 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and CCTC. 
•Must hav~ Bachelor's degree and have passed the CSET. 
CSET coaching is available (http://rimspi.csusb.edu) 
' ...... 
CaUfornia State University San Bernardino 
Visit our website at www.csusb.edu/coe/ for more details. 
. . 
•, 
for the 
Chronicle, email 
attached articles 
to 
sbchron@csusb.edu 
or stop by the 
·Chronicle office 
in UH-37·. 
Jfave 'rroo 
Tafent? 
If so, 
su6mit your car-
toons as emai{ 
attatcliments 
to: 
s6cliron@csus6. ed1 
Siddhartha Gautam is a royal 
prince that founded the Buddhist 
religion in the northern part of 
India. Gautama, who is also 
known as Buddha, was born about 
563 B.C in the Himalayan 
foothills, now known as Nepal. 
Corning across the Four Passing 
Sights he saw an old crippled man, 
a sick man, a decaying corpse, and 
finally a wandering holy man. 
These four sights led him to 
realize that birth, old age, sickness 
and death came to everyone, not 
Within Buddhism there is a 
doctrine known as "The Four 
Noble Truths" which state, all 
worldly life is unsatisfactory; there 
is a cause of suffering; possibility 
of cessation of suffering; the path 
that leads to cessations of suffer-
ing, according to Webster's online 
dictionary. 
Fortunately, there is a path 
known as the "Noble Eightfold 
Path" to eliminate the suffering. 
There are many people that 
are trying a form of meditation for 
health conditions or to resolve; 
conflict. Other people practicing 
another religion may have somt: 
elements that they use in their 
daily lives that connect them witb 
the Buddhist teachings. The bo(, 
tom line is, we may not be so di(~ 
ferent from each other after all. ~ 
. Photo courtesy of www.redbridgerenet.co.u 
Buddhist monks spend much time in ·meditation in order to reach inner peace and enlightenment. 
. ' -~ 
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)I New (]>erspective on (]>arkjng I 
MarkLazane 
Staff Writer 
"· ' · The parking problem here on 
campus reaches far and wide. 
'Regardless of what course of study 
'you are in, the issue is a hot one for 
tno'st students. 
~~· If you are a Communications 
major, for example, you may be 
interested in the nonverbal ways in . 
which people express their frustra-
'tl~ns, either by auditory (hom) or 
~estured (the one finger extended) 
'tile~. 
, ~ .• Physical education and kinesi-
'61ogy majors may be interested in 
'ttie positive physical effects of 
walking the additional 200 yards 
from a farther lot to reach a desti-
- 1! • datiOn. Perhaps a quantitative 
analysis could be done on how 
'inany more venti mocha cappucci-
'• ' nos a person could consume if he 
or she walked the extra distance. 
That is a nice thought. .I can now 
understand why the charges are 
there, and the promise that the 
parking structures will be l9cated 
in convenient locations and will 
have additional spaces for all of us 
to use is a comforting thing for me, 
and it makes that check that much 
more easy to write. 
Quentin Moses is the CSUSB 
director of parking services. I 
wrote a quick e-mail to Mr. Moses 
asking some basic questions and I 
fully intended to write a scathing 
rebuke of every issue regarding 
parking at this university. After 
interviewing Moses, I believe that 
he has the correct perspective on 
the parking "problem" on this cam-
pus. 
spaces in the various lots. l 
Many of you probably do not l 
believe this statistic as you drive l 
by U.H. praying for a miracle. But l 
everyone needs to remember that l 
there are nine parking lots on this l 
campus that are circling roughly l 
half of the entire facility. l 
The Geography majors might l 
be interested to know that a :walk l 
from lot "C" to the Pfau Library, l 
located just in front of the Coyote l 
Bookstore, is just ba:rely closer 1 
than the walk from lot "F," located l 
behind lot "E" in front of Jack l 
Brown HaiL Another important l 
thing to remember is that often- 1 
times lot "C" is full, forcing you to 1 
try your luck with parking lot "B," l 
which is located in front of the l 
Child's Center on campus. Now l 
your best option is a walk from lot l 
"F," where you do not need to l 
search for a space and there is no 1 
stress in getting to your spot. 1 Cartoon Courtesy of www.wepslte.de 
• 
• 
,I ' I 
.. 
-., ... Speaking of quantities, I'd 
like to . discuss where our hard-
-~ll:~ed $66 fee for a parki?g pass 
goes. Mr. Moses had a direct 
-~~~ponse to that inquiry as well. 
· Thankfully, Mr. Moses gave 
me new insight into the alleged 
"problem." He said, "From my 
perspective, the problem is not 'no 
spaces' but rather 'I can not find a 
space where I want to park when I 
want to park there'." Basically, he 
is telling those·who drive aimless-
ly around campus to head for the 
boondocks and park. 
Additionally; the entrance and 1 
exit to lot "F" has a streetlight, l 
making both your entrance into 1 
traffic and your entrance onto l 
University Parkway virtually traf- l 
ftc free. Wow, there is something l 
that is free on this campus. l 
How to Gain CA .Residency 
Stewart Holl 
Staff Writer 
, ., "The $66 per qu~rter parking 
fee supports Parking Service's cur-
r'e~t operations, the maintenance 
I am probably more selfish 
and laZy than any other person, 
and constantly look .for parking 
spots closer t9 my classes. 
However, I have at l~ast accepted 
the simple truth tl:iat I arb not going 
to get a spot directly in front of 
"my"'building. 
Fellow students do not l Mo§t students complain about 
..and repair of the lots, and demon-
strates a cash flow that will allow 
I 
.us. to sell bonds and put up two 
::stfuctures." 
.. "CSUSB Parking is a self-
.suj>porting operation. We do not 
.get any financial support from the 
,Ompus or the Chancellor's 
:Ohice." So, the money we pay to 
:JS!rk goes directly into the services 
:th!it provide the parking services. 
Mr. Moses gave some inter-
esting statistics about parking that 
made me open my eyes. At any. 
given time, even during peak 
hours, Mr. Moses says that there 
are over 500 available parking 
despair. There are not only open 1 increasing tuition costs in the Cal 
spots for all to enjoy, but there are j State University system, but they 
promises and plans to help us out l do not realize how good they have 
in the near future . Instead of j it. According to the Office of 
bemoaning your sad state of exis- j Institutional Research website, 
tence in finding a spot on campus, 1 there are currently 559 students on 
look at the bright side. Finding a j campus who are paying non-resi-
parking spot on campus is more 1 dent fees. 
than just driving your vehicle. It is 1 As the standard student at 
an investment in your academic ! CSUSB pays only $878.50 per 
future. quarter, the non-resident student 
r 
1 
'u 
-,, 
must pay an additional $226 per 
unit. A student taking four classes 
could easily see his tuition jump to 
$3,616.50. 
If you're one of these unfortu-
nate students, do not worry, I'm 
here to help. And I may be the only 
one. Remember, the administration 
at this school loves non-resident 
students and they will not go out of 
their way to give you information 
on getting your residency status. 
They know that you're the 
ones paying for things like that 
gigantic new Recreation Center, 
because one enrolled non-resident 
student is worth four to five regu-
lar CSUSB stude:t;~ts. 
Also remember that residency 
is defmed as, ",domicile and intent 
to stay in a given area." So, the 
question you need to ask is, "How 
do I show them that I'm going · to 
Cartoon courtesy of www.umw.edu/publications live in California for the rest of my 
=========================================.j life?" With this question ·in mind, Failure iS Not an OptionP"·~:~~~: .. ~;:r::i~:~~:., 
;• . . Andrew Melvin Gooden, Phoenix Suns, he was la~ I ~~~~~%::_rs~~e~0 ~t !;~e,a;et~: 
,., " , 1 Shavonna Henry , Guest Writer Oakland native and El Cerrito to the New York llitcks. j DMV, and while you are there, 
··: { High School alumni, was drafted -.· He stand; ft~e foot eight inch- ! register to vote in California under 
·'"' Statistically, I should have by the Memphis Grizzlies in the es tall, which ·puts him among the_ ! a political party of your discretion. 
-been a high school dropout, a first round (fourth overall pick) in ' shortest professional basketball ! Do get a job. With that astra-
mother, or a gang member. I am the 2002 NBA draft. He is current- players i~ history. He received a ! nomical tuition bill in your mail-
'-fr¢m the inner city of Oakland, ly playing for the qeveland full scholarship to the University j box you're going to need one any-
::California, and I recently graduat- Cavaliers, alongside the NBA's of Washington after leaving Logan l 
~~ ' . 
·.ea from high school and began latest sensation, LeBron James. High School his junior year. l 
'attending college here at CSUSB. Before making it big and becom- · In April of 2005, be ! 
I want to beat the odds set against ing a public figure, he bad to face announced be would forfeit his ! 
'rri~. as well as other minorities. the harsh realities of living in a senior year at Washington to. enter ! 
1 ~.: I have many questions that are neighborhood filled with crime the NBA Draft. "Since we played l 
,I!_lore ·ea_sily asked than answered. and poverty. in the Sweet 16, I gave (my deci- l 
How am ~1 supposed to succeed "When he left high school, sian to try the NBA) deep thought. ! 
-V.:hen the "plan"-·-is to see me fail? education was his main focus," Deep down in my heart, I had to ! 
'Where are'the positiv€NJe,rtlodels said his grandfather, Andrew . ·make t.he right decision, and that l.· 
1 t • 1n the .urban communities? Why Gooden, during a phone interview was to skip my senior year and l 
-are scholarships and a ~eer in when asked about his··grandson's enter the NBA Draft," said ! 
sports designated as the. only "tiCk- feelings about educ'ation. After Robinson in a press conference ! 
et'l out of the inner cities? " graduating from 1 High School, after announcing his entry into the l 
Oakland, Califofrua is home Gooden attendedthe University of draft. l 
tQ.. more than 400,000 people, Kansas, where he continued/to There are hundreds; if not j 
way. All things considered, work-
ing in California, and only 
California, still proves to be one of 
the best things you can do to shoV.: 
intent to reside here. 
Do buy a car here. If ybu 
already have a car, make sure you 
register it in California and pro-
vide -a-.copy of the registration and 
title. 
Do live in California for at 
least one year and be sure to keep 
copies of your rent checks. Most 
banks will print out copies of 
checks you have written for up to a 
year, free of charge. 
Do pay your taxes in 
California and make sure that the 
address for your tax return is in 
California as well. Remember, any 
bill under your name is a plus, so 
save every slip, paper, and receipt 
in a folder called, ''residency or 
bust'' because they will ask for it. 
Do buy a membership card 'in 
some local organization, Like the 
California Bald Eagle Watchin~ 
Society, and never attend. Stuff 
like that also looks good on a 
resume later. 
Do buy a house. I know it 
seems ridiculous, but the only per-
son to have ever slipped through 
the cracks of the one-year-rule and 
get his residency did so because he 
bought a bouse. Of course, after be 
graduated, he immediately sold the 
bouse and moved home. 
Still, you have to agree it cer-
tainly appeared as though he 
intended to stay in California. And, 
beca~se he was given-' residency 
status, he had an extra $3,0.00 to 
put towards rent each quarter. 
Remember, even if you do all 
these thin,gs, CSUSB can still deny 
you residency because the 
University has even more strict 
guidelines than the State of 
Cali:(omia. 
The discretion is all in the 
hands of just on~ person, Paula 
Ammerman, in the records office. 
So here is the "don't" list, 
which will hopefully help you to 
navigate the maze of paper work 
and applications that lie in front of 
you. 
Do not live on campus. It's 
convenient,. but for some reason 
the school does not consider it a 
residence. They view it more like 
the "Just visiting" square on a 
Monopoly board. Even if you have 
done everything listed above for 
one year, they will deny you resi-
dency if during that year you lived 
on campus. 
Do not have an old car or a 
residence in any other state. 
Maybe you never sold that junker 
that you drove through high school 
and it's still under your name and 
under a tarp in your parent's drive-
way. If they fmd out about it you're 
toast. 
Do not refer to any other place 
as home when you're talking to 
administration. Some use the word 
•I 
. 
"home" to refer to the place that 
they were born. But for now, 
California is the only home you 
have ever known. 
. ; ·I 
. ,• 
. . ' 
Do not leave the state, ever. It 
. " . 
. , . 
sounds dumb, but · I left state to : • ; 
• 
vi'sit my parents for a summer and ' ' 
when they found out they denied , ·• 
,· 
my residency for another year. • 
Do not work anywhere but in ' • 
the state of California. For th~ 
. state, showing that you were 
"gainfully employed" in California •. 
I 
is enough, but for the University 
it's a violation. 
Should you be able to go bar- ' . 
tend in Las Vegas on your sum!ller 
break if you want? Yes. Will they 
deny you residency for it? • 
Without a doubt, you will be ' 1 
denied residency at all costs. · 
~cording to the 2000 U.S. Census. play basketbalL ,., thousands, of way~ ,for youth to l 
- F4.r . some people who reside in He was als-6 a fust-team All fmd inspiration. They can admire ! 
Oakland · 't's designated as the American, Big 12 Player of the highly educated professors and ! 
wasteland, ~I:iere~th~ys and year, and was named the doctors, or they can ~dmire ath- ! 
nights are ruled by crirrie;~ vi~ ... .:. University of Kansas Jayhawks' letes such as the ones featured in ! 
~ce, drug abusers, alcohol, and ·t6am" MyP of the 2001-2002 sea- this article. Motivation can . be ! 
u\inorities living in poverty. For son. He finished ~is three year found in any field of interest. ! 
some people, finishing high school career at Kansas as the .second If Godden ·and Robinson hur- 1 
llid attending a quality university player, to record at le_ast 1,500 died the odds set against them, so l 
is. one way to escape. points, 900 rebounds, 100 blocks can many other timer city youth. ! 
· For others, there is no way and 1 00 steals. It's reversing tb,e way the world ! 
,_out. They are already involved in My cousin Nate Robinson was works by showing other mihonties f 
t e negative activities within their ·one of many NBA hopefuls who throughout the world that negativ- l 
-;~~ighborhood and it's too late to were · drafted in the 2005 NBA ity can be ~rned around into p'asi- L of 
e~cape. Draft. After bei~g drafted to the tive action for the future. l T~s alw~ys another perspective on today's current events. All you need to do is listen. 
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Another Designer on Bandwagon to 
Make High Fashion More Affordable 
Courtesy of Mariana Pinsky 
NYU student outside H & M. 
Adrien Rabago 
Staff Writer 
Being a student is hard 
enough, but being a fashion for-
ward student is a completely dif-
ferent story. 
The top question is: Do we 
buy a $160 Biology book for 
school or do we spend that $160 on 
a pair ofTrue Religion jeans? 
Starving students now have 
the access to designer clothing 
with a twist. High fashion design-
ers have teamed up with retail 
stores to create new clothing lines 
targeted at lower price points. 
Fashion designer Isaac 
Mizrahi was unobtainable except 
to stars at Sarah Jessica Parker sta-
tus, but now we can all look like 
stars in Mizrahi's latest creations. 
In 2002, the mass merchandis-
er, Target, sought him out to do a 
fashion line for its sto;es. 
According to 
www.azcentral.com, vice president 
of merchandising for Target stores, 
Gina Sprenger, said, "Isaac is an 
amazing talent, and we are thrilled 
to bring his bold signature style to 
life in a complete line of products 
for our store." 
Target stores ·ha.ve created an 
·opportunity for consumers to pur-
chase high quality clothing for rea-
sonable prices. Target and depart-
ment stores have opened our clos-
et doors to designer duds. 
This year has seen an influx in 
the market, allowing regular folks 
who like flipping through fashion 
magazines to finally live out some 
of their glossy daydreams. 
Just a little_ over a year ·ago, 
Michael Kors catered only to 
celebrities, supermodels, and 
Oscar award-winning actresses. In 
fact, mini-mogul and super model, 
Heidi Klum, swears by Michael 
Kors designs. 
"My fingerprint is all over this 
collection and at a quarter of the 
price," said Kors, according to 
www.newyorkmetro.com. 
The MICHAEL clothing line 
features items from $30 to $1,600; 
although it may still seem a little 
expensive in price, when com-
pared to his designer collection, 
this "better" line seems like a steal. 
Michael Kors's designer col-
lection ranges in prices anywhere 
from $200 to $20,000. 
Designer Kors says customers 
who admire his clothes have not 
always been able to afford them, 
but that now, "The MICHAEL 
brand opens up my looks to a 
--t e a C h.1 n g t 1 p o q I 
whole new audience," said Kors in 
www.newyorkmetro.com. 
In contrast to the more upscale 
Michael Kors line, the MICHAEL 
by Michael Kors line was launched 
in 2004. MICHAEL, though still 
upscale, is more reasonably priced 
and available to the public. 
The line is sold in mid-end 
department 
Dillard's. 
stores such 
Nordstrom 's 
as 
and 
Maey's, and offers the exceptional 
quality and style of Michael Kors 
without the price tag. The line 
includes both a women's and 
men's ready-to-wear line. 
Another designer to jump on 
the bandwagon of inexpensive 
clothing for rctail ·store H & M is 
Stella Me Cartney. 
For the second time in a row, 
mass-market retailers H & M have 
struck gold, or should we say plat-
inum, by collaborating with a 
world-renowned fashion designer 
to create one of its exclusive co-
branding collections. 
The Swedish clothing giant 
announced that it has teamed up 
with Stella McCartney for a limit-
ed edition Fall collection. 
Courtesy of www.pnbtv2.com 
Shoppers await Stella's line. 
Safety goggles are always _a good idea. 
If you have completed your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific 
University (APU) offers-35 opportunities at 7 convenient Sout~ern 
California locations for you to become a better teacher, counselor,. 
coach, or administrator. And, because APU is NCATE accredited, 
you receive excellent preparation recognized by all 50 states and 
internationally. 
I 
To sche.dule a personal appointment 
or attend an information· meeting: 
(8oo) 825-5278 
www.apu.edufeducationftips 
·graduatecenter@apu.edu 
Call to save your spot at the 
next information meeting. 
K-12, bachelor's to doctorate, 
we know teaching. 
AZUSA PACIFIC 
UNIVERSITY 
901 E. Alosta Ave. 
Azusa, CA 91702 
I 
Courtesy of www.n24.com ~ 
Infamous Mizrahi is at Target. I 
H & M saw great success in ~ 
2004 with its first collaboration l 
with the illustrious Karl Lagerfeld, ~ 
and expects to replicate that sue- l 
cess with its latest venture. l 
The McCartney name is ~ 
already synonymous with stella~ l 
quality in the fashion industry and l 
her new line is slated to expand her l 
horizons to broader markets. l 
As the daughter of singer Paul l 
McCartney, Stella has made a l 
name for herself by creating sleek, l 
sexy feminine designs. l 
Under the label "Stella l 
McCartney for H & M," the 1 
incomparable McCartney will pro- l 
duce an elaborate and more afford- l 
able ready-to-wear collection of l 
about 40 exclusive items. l 
In a statement on www.info- l 
mat:com, McCartney said, l 
"Designing for H&M is one of the l 
most exciting and innovative ways l 
to introduce my clothes to a broad- ~ 
er range of women." l 
According to ~ 
www.infomat.com, LaVelle Olexa. l 
senior vice president of fashion l 
mer<;handising at U.S. department ·1 
store chain Lord & Taylor says, l 
"Designers want to appeal to a l 
broader customer base." . l 
Ladies and gentlemen, the l 
days have come to be able to ~ 
afford designer fashions. l 
,Now it is your choice as to 1 
whether you want to update your l 
wardrobes with these inexpensive, l 
quality designs. ; 
-
Spanky Loco Brings the Lif~; 
Erick Lopez 
Staff Writer 
He's back and this time he 
came in through the door with 
another surprise. "Loco Life" is 
the latest release through 31 0 West 
Entertainment. With special guests 
like Jayo Felony, Kokane, MCEI-
HT, CBO, Bad Azz, Silk E. Fine, 
and more, this album has been 
voted the hottest Chicano Album 
of the year, according to 
www.BrownPride.com. 
"Loco Life," an album for the 
street, focuses on street in L.A. It 
is about the struggles and strivings 
that encircle gang life. Spanky 
expresses his feelings and shares 
his experiences from his own Life. 
He can give people an idea of how 
hard it is to survive on their own. 
You .can always get up and 
move out. but like Mack 10 says, 
"You can take the boy out the 
hood, but you can't take the hood 
out the homeboy." 
There is no current single that 
is being aired, but samples of the 
album can be heard on 
31 OWestEnt.com. 
The album has sold thousan~ 
of units and advertising had noth-
ing to do with the cause. 
Spanky and the 310 West 
gang dedjcated themselves to put 
on shows at no cost and stayed 
stro~ on their feet working to put 
the album out for everyone. Word 
of mouth is the most powerful 
source when you want free adver-
tising. 
310 West Ent.com is the main 
website to go to if you want to hear 
or watch more of what albums to 
expect through the label. 
Spanky Loco is one, if not the 
only, Chicano rapper to push so 
many albums in only a couple of 
months and succeed in receiving 
positive feedback for each album 
put out. He is the start of what 
Chicano rap will be in the 
future ... BIG!! 
' ,rJ 
"Loco Life" is like no o~sr 
Chicano rap ~bum. The focu~&/ 
this album has nothing to do 'Y~ 
"oldies," women, or the good old 
times with the guys. Insteadm# 
takes your mind to a place of H\l;li~ 
street reality. r!.., 
"Life in L.A. isn't all fun fl)19 
games, like many people think J~'b~ 
ing on the other side of the WO£\~ 
It's about surviving, doing what 
you got to do to stay on top Jhf 
trash that's giving ya dirt," Spa~y 
said on www.31 Owes tent. com. 1, 
When Spanky gave me t~ v j 
"Loco Life" album I was defillf~~,-
ly happy with it. :.nr; 
After listening to the albullj..-~t 
let me know that Chicano rap will 
~ ('\ ~t 
be on top after all. 
.1-.1 
Go out and get a copy because 
the production is crazy and the fs~­
tures are incredible. Pick it uP. ·at 
310 West Ent.com or visit his p~C£e 
J'ill 
at SpankyLoco.com. -
' ?j1 
"Loco Life," is the album to 
bring street controversy to Y2.!\r 
Living room while still making xgu 
feel safe at home. .J't 
P,nvironmenta[ CEXPO Presents 'P,artli + ;4_rt 
Lauren Johnson 
Staff Writer 
Art is at its best when it incor-
porates the b~auty of the earth. A 
great local place to view such art is 
at the Earth + Art exhibit in 
Downtown Riverside. 
The Earth + Art EXhibition 
2 at the Division · 9 
Courtesy of Ada Ramirez 
The Earth+Art official logo. 
Classifieds 
Tutors Wanted 
Great Pay! $15/hr Part-
time Math & English 
Grades K-8 In-home 
tutoring for 
SanBemardino/Highland 
area. Great resume 
builder! Apply at www. 
osfordtutoring.com or call 
(951) 328-0443 
Workout 
The Ladies of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha will be 
holding workout classes 
from 6:30-8:00 on 
February 2, 9, 16 & 23 in 
the Lower Commons 
Pineroom, (HP-101) on 
the 16. Come Join us! 
Wanted 
Sports photographer want-
ed for the Coyote 
Chronicle. Please call us at 
(909) 537-5289 or e-mail 
us at sbchron@csusb.edu 
Gallery. It premiered at the 
Riverside Art Walk's ' First 
Thursday' event. The display is 
open to the public in the Division 9 
Gallery in the Life Arts Building 
and will run through Feb. 17. 
The exhibit features the work 
of such artists as Jerry Burchfield, 
Mallory Cremin, D' Arey Curwen, 
Sant Khalsa and Rob Rutherford. 
Khalsa is the. chair for the Art 
Department and also a professor at 
CSUSB. 
The Environmental EXPO 
coordinator for CSUSB, Ada 
Ratl)irez, said, "The theme for the · 
exhibition is an appreciation of our 
natural world." 
Viewing the art is free; how-
ever, art may be purchased at the 
event in Riverside. A portion of 
the funds raised by the art sales 
will benefit the annual 
Environmental EXPO held on the 
CSUSB campus. 
Environmental EXPO will 
have its 20-year celebration on 
Saturday, Apr. 22. 
The EXPO "is an Earth Day 
celebration that focuses on envi-
ronmental education. It is an event 
open to the public and is free of 
charge. It will take place from 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Coussoulis 
Arena," said Ramirez. 
In December of 2004, 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
honored CSUSB's Environmental 
EXPO. 
According to tbe CSUS 
news website, the 
EXPO "earned the state's 111~~11""'' 
and most prestigious en,ruonment 
tal honor, the Governor' 
Environmental and Economi 
Leadership Award (GEELA)." 
Darleen Stoner, professor 
environmental education 
director of the event, said, "We 
thrilled that Gov. ~cttwanene.[l~ge~ 
bas honored EXPO with this vert. 
special award." J 
Each year, the EXPO inform~ 
CSUSB students, along wuH 
friends and family of the surround-
ing communities, about the e2lih 
and how to make it a better pl~ 
This year's EXPO is goin,_o 
have many exciting events. -
"The EXPO will feature an 
eco-car exhibit with alternative 
fuel vehicles, a hands-on water 
festival for the kids, and more than 
100 exhibits, many with car~er 
:j ,(f 
information," said Ramirez. 0 11! 
The Earth + Art ExhibitioR.~ 
located at Division 9 Gallery, 34,8~ 
Unjversity Avenue in Riversifl~· 
Event hours are Mon. - Sat., .11 
'JJf; 
a.m. - 4 p.m. r 
More information about 
Division 9 Gallery can be obtaiil.~(t 
by calling (951) 965-4392. _ 
For Environmental EXPd{lr 
Earth + Art Exhibition info~i-,,., 
tion, please contact Ada Ramp-ff 
at (909) 537-5681 or via emai\ at 
r.r 
Courtesy of Sant ... """"''"" 
"Sacred Spring" is a piece by Khalsa, Art Department Chair. 
•'J 
. . ..
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~Diaz Steps into Designer Shoes 
4 . 
"· 
·' • 
Aida Rosas-Carrasco 
Staff Writer 
I 
,I 
:l I was very excited to watch 
• :the film "In Her Shoes," based on 
~the book by Jennifer Weiner, star-
:~ing Cameron Diaz, Toni Collete, 
~and Shirley MacLaine. I even 
~:invited my sister over to watch it 
r.with me. , 
When we went to the video 
~store there were plenty of copies in 
~tock, which I was kind of shocked 
~bout because usually new releas-
f S are always out of stock. This 
gave me a bad feeling about the 
'jmm. I thought to myself, "Is it 
!worth watching?" 
l The genre for this movie is 
.Jeossidered drama, but I would say 
~~\so involves comedy. This PG-
J 3 ·drama/comedy is 130 mirlutes 
~nd sure did drag on. The movie 
had a good story line, but it just 
.seemed like it lasted forever. 
.'1J• The movie began with a narra-
~iQn by Maggie Feller (Diaz), talk-
tng,about how life is more exciting 
When one is spontaneous and does 
thiligs out of impulse. The other 
~Qjce that was narrating was Rose 
FeHer (Collette), Maggie's com-
plete opposite and sister. 
Diaz's character has no goals, 
ambition or direction. I don 't want 
to give much of the movie away, 
but she cannot even read. 
Her theory in life is that she 
can get by and get whatever her 
heart desires strictly based on her 
looks alone. 
Collette's character, on the 
other hand, is a Princeton gradu-
ate, and is a well-respected lawyer 
in a prominent law firm. The only 
thing these two sisters have in 
common is their 8-Yl size feet. 
I wouldn' t say the shoes bind 
them together, but it is the · one 
thing that brings Maggie closer to 
Rose. Rose has an amazing shoe 
collection by a ton of different and 
very expensive designers . She 
buys these sh_oes when she is hav-
ing a bad day to make her feel bet-
ter, yet she never wears them. 
Maggie cannot comprehend 
why her sister never wears the 
shoes. Rose buys her shoes for · 
reasons that Maggie will never 
understand, because she is not "In 
Her Shoes." 
lanned Parent ood® 
'A .'fBil~e and San Bernardino Count~s 
1 APPOINTMENT 
I 
/ 1 H OUR 
1 YEAR OF BIRTH C ONTROL* 
Rose ends up taking her sister 
in because their stepmother kicks 
her out of the house due to her irre-
sponsibility . 
After a while, Maggie does 
something to her sister that you 
probably would not want me to 
reveal if you are planning on 
watching the film. This pushes 
Rose to her limit and she too ends 
up kicking her sister out. 
Maggie learns about a long 
lost relative and ends up living 
with her. Without giving too much 
of the story away, this relative, 
played by Shirley MacLaine, is the 
source that brings the two sisters 
back together. 
The film was pretty easy to 
follow. After bearing so many 
comments and watching so many 
previews for it, J already had an 
idea of the story line and felt like I 
already knew what was to come. 
As I watched the movie I was 
trying to predict what would hap-
pen next. To be honest; it is a fun, 
yet predictable, film. 
The film was directed by 
Curtis Hanson, who also directed 
"Lucky You," "8 Mile," and "A 
Knight's Tale." It was written by 
Susannah Grant, who also wrote 
, popular films such as "Charlie's 
Angels" and "Erin Brockovich." 
The film was produced by 
Toni Scott, who also produced 
"Tristan and Isolde," "Man on 
Fire," and "Spy Game". 
In my opinion, this film is def-
initely something to watch with 
your sister or best friend. The act-
ing was great, and Cameron Diaz 
continues to entertain us. 
On a scale of "Definitely 
Must See" to "Don' t Bother," I 
would say call your sister or best 
friend over, pop some popcorn and 
get ready for some laughs. 
1 ·800·230 -PLAN 
Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com 
Cameron Diaz stars in 'In Her Shoes,' another book turned film tl;lat entertains, but drags. , , 
' : r 
.. 
============================================================================== •'• ·: ~ lndie Trio Breaks Through ·: 
'With .Love and Squalor' :~ 1 
Andrew Trinh 
Staff Writer 
We Are Scientists' new 
release, "With Love and Squalor," 
just' may be the breakthrough 
album for the power-pop trio. 
Their breakthrough, however, 
may only maKe Its way Into rne 
ever evolving "indie" music scene, 
unlike the "killed by The Killers" 
rubber-stamped hipster boy band 
' 'breakthrough" artists that are 
seen too commonly on the MTV 
viedo show, "TRL." 
It is truly refreshing when a 
band can master the recipe for a hit 
song as well as explore new 
sounds that actually work. 
"The Scene Is Dead" is the 
catchy song on "With Love and 
Squalor" that will grab the atten-
tion of any music listener wanting 
a bit more than songs that are just 
easy· to sing along to. 
We Are Scientists make an 
album that you can sing to, as well 
as dance to. 
' 
Snapping, clapping, hopping, 
and even some high kicks here and 
there can guarantee these songs to 
end up on your party shuffle. 
Chris Cain, Keith Murray and 
Michael Tapper each graduated 
from various Claremont Colleges 
and decided to put their degrees to 
gooa use- oy movmg to tsrooKiyn, 
NY to make rock music. 
With their good education , it 
is apparent that W.A.S. are not the 
average shaggy-haired, skinny pop 
rockers that seem so abundant 
these days. 
We Are Scientists have also 
adopted kittens and cats as their 
unofficial mascot. The album 
cover art of "With Love and 
Squalor" features Cain, Murray 
and Tapper each holding a furry 
feline in front of his face. Kittens 
or not, this band is gaining a strong 
following internationally. 
Currently featured on a tour 
sponsored by. NME, W.A.S. have 
proven that they can hold their 
own while live onstage. Look for 
tour dates in Los Angeles and San 
Diego in April 2006. 
Even the new album title 
"With Love and Squalor" refer-
ences a famous essay written by 
J.D. Salinger in 19.50. Sounds like 
these three are living every nerdy 
music lovers' dream to the fullest! 
Courtesy of www.filter-
mag.com 
'W.A.S.' explores new sounds. 
TREATMENT FOR 
METHAMPHETAMINE ABUSE 
Friends Research Institute, INC 
If you are: 
• A CURRENT METHAMPHETAMINE USER 
• BETWEEN 18 AND ·65 YEARS OLD 
• SEEKING HELP FOR METHAMPHETAMINE ABUSE 
You may be eligible to participate in a 
study investigating behavioral treatments for 
methamphetamine abuse. 
• 
• 
• 
Study participants will: 
Receive intensive counseling 
Complete questionnaires each week 
Be eligible to earn vouchers for stopping use 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND HOW TO ENROLL CALL: 
909-484-7929 
t, 
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·Hernandez Factor! 
· Junior Krista Hernandez leads the pack in '06 
f· 
I 
Todd Coshow 
Staff Writer 
If ever there was an athlete 
who deserved the title "team play-· 
er" it is Krista Hernandez. 
"My favorite part of playing 
softball is my teammates," said 
Hernandez. "The camaraderie and 
relationships we build make the 
experience for me." 
The junior outfielder/short-
stop is one of the veterans on & 
rebuilding Coyotes softball team. 
According to first year head coach, 
Tacy Riddle, Hernande~ is vital to 
the team's success 
"Krista is a great player," said 
Coach Riddle. "She is versatile 
and fundamentally sound in the 
field plus she bas a very strong 
bat." 
Coach Riddle went on to 
explain that great patience at the 
plate is what makes Hernandez 
such a valuable offensive weapon. 
Robert Whitehead/C~USB 
Bombs Away: Junior Krista 
Hernandez is on pace to break 
the all-time home run record in 
a career at CSUSB. 
Hernandez saw her numbers 
decline slightly. Yet she still man-
aged to hit .289 and 1 0 home runs. 
"I had a sophomore slump, 
. everyone has them," said 
I:, "Krista has great vision at the 
plate, if she can see a pitch, she can 
hit it," said Riddle. 'But her 
patience is the difference maker. 
She has the ability to take an inside 
strike or two and still be produc-
Hernandez. "I found myself get-
ting over-anxious in the batters 
box and I would pop the ball up a 
lot." 
tive." 
Coming in to her junior year, · 
Hernandez already has a reputa-
1- tion for putting up big numbers 
I 
'Despite having ·a so called 
"sophomore slump," Hernandez 
still lead the Coyotes in multiple 
offensive categories, including 
home runs, runs batted in, and total 
bases. 
Throughout her two years in a 
Coyote uniform, Hernandez bad 
compiled some impressive power 
numbers. Her career. home run 
total heading in to the '06 season 
stands at 24. She is only 16 away 
from the all time Coyote record of 
40. But do not get confused, by her 
offensively. As a freshman, she 
posted a batting average of .312 
and hit 14 home runs, which \Yas 
good enough to earn CCAA 
Freshman of the Year honors. Last 
season·, with the Coyotes in the · 
midst of a rocky ll-42 campaign, 
II. 
E OLYMPIC EVENTS >• Friday, Feb. 10 Olympics Opening Ceremony 11-..1 Saturday, Feb. 11 Cross Country Skiing 
-- Sunday, Feb. 12 Big Bear Snowboarding 
~ Monday, Feb. 13 Polar Bear Swim 
Tuesday, Feb. 14 Ice Skating in Lake Arrowhead 
Wednesday, Feb. 15 Mountain High at Night 
Thursday, Feb. 16 Mountain High at Night 
Friday, Feb. 17 Snow Valley Snowboarding 
Saturday, Feb. 18 Cross Country Skiing 
Sunday, Feb. 19 Big Bear Snowboarding 
Monday, Feb. 20 Polar Bear Swim 
own admission, Hernandez is NOT 
a power bitter. 
"I don't want to be known as a 
power hitter, I am a line-driver hit-
ter with power," Hernandez said. 
"Home runs. are nice, but I want to 
· do the best I can for the team 
which means raising my batting 
average and hitting more line-
drives." 
The underlying theme of 
Krista Hernandez's quiet and 
unassuming demeanor is simply 
the team. 
She is not a brash or overbear-
ing stand out athlete. Also, she is 
not a typical vocal, "quarterback 
type leader." 
. Rather Hernandez is content 
with playing by the simple rule. of 
leading by example. In 2006, the 
Coyotes are looking to follow 
Hemandez's example all the way 
to the CCAA conference tourna-
ment. 
"Our team is a lot better this 
year and I think we can win 35-40 
games," said a confident 
Hernandez. 
"San Francisco State and Cal 
State Dominguez Hills are going to 
be tough, but I think we have a real 
good shot of going to the confer-
ence tournament this season." 
She can hit for power as well 
as for average. She can run and is 
also a defensive force at shortstop 
and in center field. 
Most importantly, she bas a 
selfless, team first attitude which is 
the kind of player anyone would 
love to build a team around. 
Krista Hernandez is the com-
plete package. 
REGISTER NOW 
Tuesday, Feb. 21 Mountain High at Night 
Wednesday, Feb. 22 Ice Skating at Disney Ice 
Friday, Feb. 24 Snow Valley Snowboarding 
Saturday, Feb. 25 Cross Country Skiing 
Sunday, Feb. 26 Big Bear Snowboarding 
Monday, Feb. 27 Olympics Closing Ceremony 
More Info online http://campusrec.c:IUib.edu 
or call the Recreation Center at 
. (909) 537-ootP 
~ \, 
Coyotes 
Beat 
S·oiioma 
State 
Courtesy of 
The Coyotes Online 
CSUSB outscored Sonoma 
State 9-0 in the final minute of 
overtime Saturday _night to band 
the Seawolves their first CCAA 
conference loss, 73-64, before a 
hostile crowd in the Sea wolf Gym. 
Moses Gonzalez scored 17 
points to lead the Coyotes but it 
was reserve Jason Brell!Jld, Curtis 
Williams and Geoffrey Clayton 
who did in the Seawolves after the 
two teams finished regulation 57-
57. 
The win boosted the Coyotes 
to 9-7 on the season and 8-2 in the 
CCAA while the loss dropped 
Sonoma State, ranked No.4 in the 
West Region, to 11-5 overall and 
9-1 in the CCAA. 
The Seawolves now cling to a 
one-game lead over the Coyotes 
and Cal State Bakersfield, an 83-
76 winner over Chico State 
Saturday night to improve to 8-2. 
The Coyotes and Roadrunners 
square off next Friday night at 7:30 
p.m. in Coussoulis Arena. 
The Seawolves led the 
Coyotes 27-22 at halftime, sinking 
11 of 27 field goal attempts (40.7 
percent) while CSUSB was having 
a hard time putting the ball in the 
hoop, making just eight of 26 shots 
and just one of eight from three-
point range. 
.. 
Robert·Whitehead/CS4$~ 
Walk On Water: Moses Gonzalez drops 17 on the Seawolves. ,- . 
. -
Just before the end of regula-
tion the Coyotes had a chance to 
win it but Williams' three-pointer 
from 25 feet was short. 
Coach Jeff Oliver inserted 
Breland into the game at the start 
of the overtime his first appear-
ance of the night and the senior 
transfer from Ea~tern New Mexico 
sank three of four free thro'o/ 
attempts early to give CSUSB a 
60-59 edge. 
Andrew Kochevar knocked 
down a three for a 62-60 
Seawolves lead but single free 
thro s by Yoseph Yaisrael and 
Clayton tied the game at 62 as 
Sonoma's leading scorer, Vince. 
Inglima, fou.led out. 
' After Paige Dumont missed 
two free throws for Sonoma, 
Williams hit for a 64-62 Coyotes 
lead with I :52 left in the extra peri-
od. Dumont scored off an 
inbounds pass to tie the game at 
64. 
Clayton sank a three· with 35 
seconds left for a 67-64 lead and 
after a Sonoma miss, Kochevar 
fouled Williams who made tw<J 
free throws for a 69-64 advantage. 
·After another Sonoma miss: 
Kevin Christensen fouled ClaytPtt 
who made both foul shots for a.ln-.: 
64 advantage with 22 seconds le"ft~ • 
Rummel Clark-Watts tacked 
on two more free throws .as 
CSUSB sent a hostile home crow<f· 
home quietly. • · 
It was Sonoma State's flrsl 
home loss this season and the gtb . . 
straight time the Seawolves have 
lost to the Coyotes, dating back to 
1998-99. > 
Clayton and Williams e~h 
scored 16 points to back ~~ 
Gonzalez while sophomore 
Andrew Kochevar led SSU wi~ 
17 points. J. T. Tipton bad .:t(;, 
points, including 12 of 12 from~~ 
foul line, and nine rebounds. • ·-
The Coyotes have won se¥eft 
of their last eight games after 
opening the season 2-6. ~: i 
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Complete the 
Student Sli.cces·s 
Survey! 
• The Student Success Project is an online 
survey 
•All freshman, transfer studen~ and students 
new to campus are eligible to take. 
• go to wwww .. csusb.lrireseareh.com or email 
associate@lrireseareh.com for questions 
•The study has four surveys and for every 
survey completed your e-mail address will 
entered into a drawing fOr: 
· • one $200.00 gift rertificate 
• five $100.00 gift rertificates 
• twenty $20.00 gift certificates 
Hurry! 
Must complete by 
MBrch 28, 2006 
1:. . . • .. 
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Robert Whitehead/CSUSB 
Bare Handed: Senior 3B Rego Nieto makes the sweet play. 
Sarba Reneker 
Staff Writer 
.··.The Women's Water Polo 
team captured two significant wins 
oq Jan. 29th against Whittier 
Gollege and University of 
Jl..edlands. The Coyotes hopes are 
ricjing high with both of these vic-
tori'es. 
Senior Captain Sarah Reneker' 
led the Coyotes in goals, tallying 7 
folj the day. Freshman goalie 
·connie Daniels, in her first colle-
giate matches, produced 21 saves 
to advance the Coyotes to a 2-0 
seasQn. "The Redlands game was a 
huge win for us," Coach Tom 
Finwall said with a winning grin. 
After being swept in 2005 by 
their long-term rivals, the Coyotes 
went in full force against the 
Bulldogs. The Coyotes' determi-
nation led them to never trail in the 
match and win in a high scoring 
game, 12-10. 
Beginning the game with two 
goals from Tina Torres and a 
penalty shot by Reneker, the 
Coyotes ended the first quarter at 
3-2. 
Leading with a score of 7-5 at 
the half, the Coyotes found them-
selves under pressure to keep the 
lead. 
• Tied halfway through the third 
.gu11rter, the Coyotes continued to 
: how their strength and willpower. 
With almost two minutes remain-
ing in the fourth, Kacey Carruthers 
gave the Coyotes an insurance 
goal with a lob shot from 21 feet 
out. 
"It was an exciting win for 
us," said junior Abby Rich, who 
drilled a comer shot from the out-
side early in the fourth quarter. 
"We clicked as a team and worked 
very well together, even with the 
subs coming off the bench." 
Reneker and Torres each 
scored three goals, while junior 
Denise Valderrama and sophomore 
Freyja Berg each captured two in 
the victory over Redlands. Goalie 
Daniels had eight saves. 
Earlier in the day, the Coyotes 
showed no mercy against the 
Whittier Poets. 
Taking an 8-2 lead at half, the 
Coyotes continued to put shots 
away and win with a score of 12-5. 
Reneker scored four goals, 
Berg arid senior Amy 
deJonckheere each scored a pair 
and Torres, Rich, Bridget Berg, 
and Brandy Bray each added one 
goal to lead the Coyotes to their 
first victory of the season. 
Daniels blocked 13 of the 18 
shots that the Poets put up. "All 
the hard work that we have gone 
thfough so far has paid off in our 
first two game.s," said Rich. "This 
definitely pumps us up for our 
future games." 
Hot Start,. · Cold Finish 
Courtesy of 
The Coyote Online 
Host Azusa Pacific scored an 
unearned run in the 1Oth inning 
Wednesday night to edge Cal State 
San Bernardino, 6-5, in the 2006 
baseball season operter for both 
teams. 
The Cougars scored single 
runs in the seventh and eighth 
innings to erase what was once a 5-
0 deficit and tie the Coyotes at 5-5. 
CSUSB reliever Rylan Hanks 
(0-1) retired the flrst two batters in 
order in the bottom of the 1Oth, 
then hit Kirk Nieuwenhuis with a 
pitch. 
Johnny Soberal reached base 
on an error, advancing 
Nieliwenhuis to second. 
Nieuwenhuis then came home 
with the winning run on a single by 
Scott Hodson. 
The Coyotes started off 
strong, taking a 5-0 lead in the top 
of the third on a four-run outburst 
after Erik Simmons gave CSUSB 
its ftrst run in the second on a solo 
home run to left center. 
The Coyotes scored all four 
runs in the third after two were out. 
Tony Haro walked, .advanced to 
second on a single by Drew 
\raleilZ\.lela and Billy Ermert was 
hi~ by a pitch to load the bases. 
Rego Nieto's single to center 
brought in Valenzuela and Haro for 
a 3-0 lead. 
After Eric Simmons walked, 
Jake Puckett singled to advance 
the runners and Ermert came home 
on a Cougars' error. 
APU came back with three 
runs in the bottom of the third off 
reliever Derek Baker, the big blow 
being a two-run double by catcher 
Stephen Vogt. 
The Cougars bullpen came to 
the rescue as Jake Boyle, Brad 
Boekestein and Christian Gagne 
combined to pitch scoreless ball 
over the last seven innings, yield-
ing just three hits and striking ~ut 
six Coyotes. 
Coyotes Coach Don Parnell 
used. a different pitcher each inning 
until Hanks arrived on the mound 
in the bottom of the ninth and 
pitched the final 1.2 innings. 
Coyote' pitchers struck out 11 
Cougars batters and walked only 
three. 
CSUSB w1ll host a non-con-
ference tournament featuring 
CCAA member teams on Feb. 9-
12 at Arrowhead Credit Union 
Park. 
. , Robert Whltehead/CSUSB 
Taking Aim: Senior driver Amy deJonckheere takes a shot on· goal while under pressure. 
~l?ormer Tour Pro Turns Coach Yotes' I Danny Scott, the women's assistant volleyball coach, said, 
"(The spirit team) comes to a few 
games, but when they are here 
they keep up the motivation and 
create the 'spirit'." 
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Ryan Plummer 
Staff Writer 
•• 
:.:::As the men's golf season gets 
• Iojer, Coach Thomas Mainez is 
:growing more anxious. Mainez, 
:wll6 has been a resident of the 
~I;4md Empire most of his life, 
Wiri be the interim head coach for 
:the remainder of the Coyotes' 
;s~on. 
: .. • Mainez attended San 
'G01:gonio High School while 
)>laying . on their golf team. He 
:lias.:been a part of Inland Empir.e 
,:golf ever since. Afte,r he graduat-
:ed.- from high school, be attended 
:~ :Davis to continue his educa-
tional and golfing career. While 
:at;UC Davis, he majored in kine-
s~logy and played on the golf 
team for four years. 
-:--;. . While playing golf at UC 
' .. 
O<tVis, Mainez earned several 
prestigious awards. He was 
natned to the NCAA All 
American team in 1991, as well 
as the East West Championship 
match in the same year. 
After UC Davis, he decided 
f~ return to the Inland Empire and 
4ttend CSUSB. Mainez attended 
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB 
It's All Mental: New Men's 
Golf Coach, Thomas Mainez, 
brings a new approach. 
another four years, ~ompleting 
his kinesiology · degree and his 
collegiate golfing career. 
While at Cal State, Mainez 
earned another prestigious award. 
He was a part of the Pacific Coast 
Intercollegiate Championship 
team in 1995. 
After wrapping up his colle-
giate career, Mainez decided to 
continue his golfing career and 
played professionally. He was a 
member of the Golden State, 
Pepsi, and Nike Tours. 
After a short stint playing 
tour golf, Mainez decided to take 
an assistant professional job at 
Arrowhead Country Club in San 
Bernardino from 1995-'97. He 
became director of golf at 
Sbandin Hills Golf Club in '98. 
· Mainez is looking forward to 
getting back into the golfing 
world. Whe·n he was asked what 
he was looking forward to most 
about taking over as coach at 
CSUSB, Mainez said, "Working 
with the guys, being exposed to 
the college atmosphere and 
returning to the · National 
Championship." 
Mainez specializes in the 
rriental approach to golf and the 
short game. He said he will be 
preaching this to t1ie team the 
most. 
As far as goals for the team, 
Mainez says, "Short term goals 
are to win a tournament as a 
team, while long term goals 
include advancing to the National 
Championship and finishing in 
the top 5." 
"I think this year will be 
exciting and I feel that there are 
some rewarding and fun times 
ahead if we stay focused and 
work hard as a team." 
Dancin.g 
With Spirit 
Jaclyn Baldwin 
Staff Writer 
The CSUSB Sfirit Teaf!l 
began in 1994 with tHree CSUSB 
students who wanted to show sup-
port and encouragement at l~cal 
home basketball games. 
More interest was generated 
towards the team in 1995. By that 
spring, the CSUSB Athletics 
Department began helping the 
"growth and development of 
Coyote Spirit,'> according to 
http://athletics.csusb. edu/spirit/spi 
rithome.htm. 
The school's first team con-
sisted of I 0 women and 2 men. 
The team performs at the 
men's and women's home basket-
ball games. They also perform at 
most home volleyball games and a 
few baseball games per. year. 
. Jeff Oliver, men's basketball 
coach of CSUSB, said, "[The spir-
it team] adds atmosphere to the 
games and helps keeps the crowd 
in the game. There are many tick-
et holders that enjoy havipg the 
Spirit Team support our games." 
>/ 
Annual tryouts are held to 
keep the team going as it changes. 
Each ·year, 10 to 20 students are 
picked to join. 
There are 17 students on the 
team this year. Assisting them is 
Cody Coyote, the CSUSB school 
mascot. 
In addition to home games, 
the team competes in off~campus 
events. 
In August of 2005, the team 
won the Superior Award in 
Anaheim, which is the highest 
honor that can be won. 
· They also came home with 
the Teammaker Award, a baton 
that shows the school as a top col-
legiate entry in the camp. 
Cameron Faust-Silvas is th~ 
current team coach of the team. 
She led the team to 'its 2005 title. 
The advisor · is SuzAnne 
McDonald, who has reshaped the 
team from a dance, cheer, and tum-
bling team to a competition-style 
cheer team with acrobatics. 
To see the team in action, 
come out to a Coussoulis Arena 
for each men's and women's home 
basketball game this quarter. 
Coyote 
Locker 
I 
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Christina Day: Featured Athlete 
# 32, Junior Forward 
In A Nutshell: Christina Day was 
the Female Athlete of the Month ' 
for December. A transfer student, 
Day is one of the leading players 
on the women's basketMII team. 
She scored 18 points and had 7 
rebounds in the Jan. 28th victory 
over the Sonoma Seawolves. 
Age: 20 
Home Town: Applegate, CA 
High School: Colfax High 
School 
Major: Criminal Justice 
Role Model: Parents 
Favorite Athlete: Michael Jordan 
Favorite Movie: Old School 
Favorite Musical Artist: Dave 
Matthews Band 
Favorite TV Show: America's 
Funniest Home Videos 
Favorite Book: Tuesdays With 
Morrie 
Most Memorable Sports 
Moment: "Winning down at the 
state play-offs in San Diego last 
year." 
Most Embarrassing Sports 
Moment: "I don ' t have one." 
Pregame Rituals/Superstitions: 
Plays with a .piece of Blue Orbit 
Gum in her mouth, and always 
wears h~r Sierra College. shorts 
under her game shorts. Points Per 
Game (average): 12.1 (181 total) 
. Field Goal Attempts 
Completed: 60/136 (.441) 
Three Point Shots Completed; 
26/58 (.448) . 
Free Throws Completed: 35/50 
(.700) -
Hobbies: Basketbali and banging 
out with roommates. 
Future Goals: To not fail. · 
Other Sports Played: High 
school volleyball. 
Honors Attained: All League for 
three years in high school basket-
ball, All League M.V.P. for two 
years in high school volleyball, 
All League in basketball in junior 
college for a year, and Second 
League M. V.P. 
People Influential In Attaining 
Honors: Coach Roz' Gunior col-
lege) and the entire coaching staff 
helped her become the player she 
is today. 
What Does Being The Female 
Athlete Of The Month For 
December Mean To You: "It is 
exciting for me to transfer here 
and be successful." 
Is The Team Still In Playoff 
Contention? "Yes, the league has 
many upsets." 
What Must The Team Do To 
Get To The Play~Offs? "We have 
to focus on the little things and 
not try to do too much as a team . 
If we focus on what we're good at 
I guarantee that we' II be success-
ful. " 
What Are Your Impressions Of 
The Game Against The Sonoma 
Seawolves? "!'think that it was an 
amazing team effort. When so 
many people play their game we 
can be extremely successful." 
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Ian Mochow 
Staff Writer ' p 
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB 
Great Day: Junior forward 
Christina Day averaging 13 
points and 9 rebounds per. 
